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Festival
Fantasy

Thinking of hosting a conference?
We’re on the same page.

Jean Broomhall
WA Conference Convenor
Australian Library and
Information Association

Perth Convention Bureau offers up to $50,000 in assistance to help organisations of all
kinds bring national and international conferences to Western Australia.
We just helped Jean win her bid
to bring the National Library and
Information Technicians Conference
to Perth in 2011.
Hosting a conference can have huge
benefits like raising your personal
or professional profile, increasing
membership for your association,
attracting sponsors and showcasing
local expertise.

We are a non-profit organisation
whose role is to promote WA as a top
conference destination and assist
any Perth or regional organisation to
secure and host a conference here.
So, why not let us do the legwork?
Speak to us and we’ll show you 50,000
good reasons to host your conference
at home.

(08) 9218 2900
www.pcb.com.au
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New year, new Vice-Chancellor, New Courses…
The University began 2012 by welcoming its new ViceChancellor – and in a world of fluctuating economic
fortunes and demographic change, it seemed timely to
see a well-respected world economist and historian at the
helm of UWA.
Professor Paul Johnson has been an expert adviser in
areas such as demographic change and pension reform
to the World Bank, the United Nations Research Institute
for Social Development, the British Government and the
House of Lords. He was elected to a Fellowship of the Royal
Historical Society in 1987 and to the Academy of Social
Sciences in 2001.
Last month Professor Johnson, his wife Susannah
(also an economist), along with their children Oriana and
Orlando, settled into their new home in Perth. The family
comes to Western Australia from Victoria where Professor
Johnson was Vice-Chancellor of La Trobe University. Both
Professor Johnson and his wife have doctorates from
Oxford University.
Professor Johnson spent three years as Director
of the London School of Economics before moving
to Australia. The new Vice-Chancellor is a director of
UniSuper, the Australian higher education superannuation
fund, and a member of the Advisory Council of the
Australian Research Council.
Professor Johnson assumes the top job at UWA as
the University stands on the threshold of its centenary
celebrations in 2013 and in the year it launches a most

Vice-Chancellor, Professor Paul Johnson, his wife Susannah
and children Oriana and Orlando

significant reshaping of its course structure, bringing
it in line with leading universities in the United States
and Europe.
New Courses 2012, the model of broad undergraduate
studies followed by postgraduate professional qualifications,
ensures that UWA graduates will thrive in the knowledgebased professional environments to which they aspire.
Professor Johnson writes his first From the ViceChancellery column in this issue.

Rediscovered treasures of the Berndt Museum

Woodblock print tryptich, Japan, RM and CH Berndt Collection, c.1973

UWA’s remarkable Berndt
Museum collection, some
12,000 items in all, have
been painstakingly packed
and relocated over a four
year period and now there
is a chance to see some of
the treasures rediscovered
during the relocation.
During this remarkable
transplant to the basement
of the Harold Schenberg
Art Centre (beneath the
Lawrence Wilson Art
Gallery), curatorial and
relocation staff ‘unearthed’
some truly remarkable
items that, as Director
John Stanton observes
“had rarely seen the light
of day”.
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“Assembled in the
30 years following the
Museum’s establishment
in 1976, these collections
contain a remarkable

Relocation Manager
Fiona Gavino

array of cultural materials
ranging from the artistic to
the everyday, from Papua
New Guinea to Asia and
Australia,” says Dr Stanton.
“A few of these items
caught the imagination of
the relocation team and
staff. Each is chosen by
individual Museum staff
for what the item means
to them.”
The concept for the
exhibition Relocate and
Rediscover: Treasures of
the Berndt Museum (10
February to 2 June) came
from Relocation Manager
Fiona Gavino, who was
struck by the outstanding
attributes of some of the

Asmat shield from Irian Jaya,
Indonesia. E. Sanchz-Flores
Collection 1975

works the team was
finding. None has been
exhibited before and, as
Dr Stanton observes, “all
are outstanding testimony
to the richness and
diversity of the Berndt
Museum’s collections”.
Relocate and
Rediscover is in the Janet
Holmes à Court Gallery
at the Lawrence Wilson
Art Gallery.
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Making the most of YOUR festival

Artistic Director of the
Perth International
Arts Festival, Jonathan
Holloway, suggests you
jump in with both feet to
get the most of YOUR
festival – because there is
something for everyone in
the 2012 program.
“Book more than you
really think you should,
commit to more than you
have time for, engage with it
in the fullest possible way!”
he urges, and judging by
the bookings, residents and
summer visitors are doing
just that.
From its traditional launch
by Indigenous Elders on
the early morning sweep of
Cottesloe Beach (and on
the Albany foreshore for the
Great Southern Festival)
to Les Studios de Cirque’s
unforgettable descent of
angels into the commercial
heart of St George’s
Terrace, the festival is

making sure its presence is
felt throughout our capital
city and beyond.
One of Perth’s bestloved landmarks, Winthrop
Hall, hosts several events
including the world premiere
of Circa’s How Like an
Angel which sets feats of
amazing acrobatics to a
soaring score of sacred
music drawn from across
the centuries. The hall also
becomes the backdrop for
sculptures by acclaimed
Korean artist Choi Jeong
Hwa, whose work can be
seen on Perth foreshore and
in the grounds of UWA.
Also located in UWA’s
beautiful grounds will be
the Perth Writers Festival
(23 – 26 February). This
celebration of the written
word in all its forms features
international writers
engaging in readings,
talks, debates, workshops
and other events. It also
includes a Family Day on
Sunday 26 February. Author
Germaine Greer will deliver
the opening address in
Winthrop Hall.
One of many theatrical
treats will be the stage
adaptation of UWA graduate
Shaun Tan’s The Red Tree
by director John Sheedy
for Barking Gecko Theatre
Company. Critics have
described the production as
“pure imaginative gold”.

The White Divers of Broome Yutaka Izumihara
and Tom O’Sullivan (Photo: Robert Frith)

The Red Tree is one of
several books by the Oscarwinning graduate that have
been adapted to film and
stage. Last year Shaun won
an Academy Award for his
short animated film The
Lost Thing.
Another graduate making
an impact in theatre,
Sydney-based actor Tom
O’Sullivan, returns to his
hometown for Black Swan
State Theatre Company’s
festival production. The
White Divers of Broome
dramatises events in
Broome in 1912 when
the town built on pearl
harvested by Asian divers
becomes embroiled in a
government attempt to get

British Royal Navy divers
to take over the industry.
While the festival’s
main program ends in
early March, the popular
Lotterywest Festival Films
at Somerville Auditorium
and Joondalup Pines run
until mid-April. Check out
the entire program at:
perthfestival.com.au
The festival exhibition,
Purnyu, Tjanpi, Canvas,
Art of the Ngaanyatjarra
Land at the Lawrence
Wilson Art Gallery runs
until 12 May. The exhibition
marks the publication of
a new UWA Publishing
title on Ngaanyatjarra art
(see Art of the Western
Desert).

Extension’s lifelong learning

St George’s Cathedral (Photo: Andrew Day)

As a new year unfolds,
UWA Extension’s Summer
Program provides a launch
pad for the exploration of
new ideas, interests and
learning opportunities.
Learn to paint and
to understand the
fundamentals of tempera,
the process of creating
traditional gesso and the
pigments that gave the
works of great masters their
luminous intensity.
Learn about narrative
structure, creating fictional
characters and writing
dialogue – all can make
the difference between
rejection and acceptance of
manuscripts.
Or learn what makes a
poetry classic like T.S. Eliot’s
Four Quartets.
Emeritus Professor
Christopher Wortham
explores this work in
the beautiful setting of
St George’s Anglican
Cathedral in Perth.

“I’m drawn to Four
Quartets over and over
because they speak to
the deepest recesses of
the human spirit,” says
Professor Wortham. “This
cycle of poems, the last
work of a great poet,
represents a journey into
the self via the immensity
of the cosmos.
“The Four Quartets
were written during deeply
troubled times – the
approach and progress of
the cataclysmic Second
World War. In them Eliot
draws on his vast reading
in diverse cultural traditions
and records the process
of his own repentance,
reparation, consolation and
recovery.
“I first offered the Four
Quartets as a series of
Lenten reflections some
years ago. Because this
work speaks to the human
spirit through many voices
other than the Christian,
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we thought a wider
participation through
UWA Extension would be
a good idea.
“My introduction to Four
Quartets as a series of
readings and reflections
begins with a general

outline. In the following
weeks the work will be
considered in sequence,
one quartet being
discussed each week.”
To explore the full
Extension summer program
visit: extension.uwa.edu.au

All keyed up for 2012

UWA’s volunteers win national award

Hub Manager Ellie Gilna

UWA emphasises to students the importance of engaging
with the community and Uniview regularly features
students, graduates and staff whose volunteering has won
them awards or has helped shape their career interests
– as in the case of Médecins Sans Frontières volunteer
Hannah Jensen (see Volunteering across the world).
The Guild of Undergraduates makes sure students have
plenty of volunteering opportunities on and off campus and
has initiated a joint venture partnership with Volunteering WA.
“We aim to connect young people to their communities,”
says Guild Volunteering Hub Manager Ellie Gilna, “and
to develop a culture of community mindedness and civic
responsibility through training, resource provision and
network exposure.”
Already the Hub has 300 members while the Guild itself
hosts more than 80 clubs run by volunteers and the Guild
Volunteering Leadership Committee recently won a 2011
National Volunteer Award.
Hub volunteering encompasses areas as diverse as
natural resource management, improving the language skills
of secondary school students and helping tenants of social
housing with computer skills.
Ellie has done her fair share of volunteering. A former
Australian Youth Ambassador for Development in Indonesia,
she’s been involved in sea turtle field research, has been an
education guide at Perth Zoo and the WA Museum and has
worked with Indigenous communities in remote WA.
“For me volunteering has been an amazing journey,”
says Ellie. “During my student life, it allowed me to create
my own pathway, complementing my studies. I learnt
about real issues out in the community, negotiating different
perspectives, attitudes and ideas. It challenged me to
look through another window and has definitely built my
capacity to tackle life. Rather than being a bystander,
through volunteering I became an engaged member of
the community.”
Ellie says there is a growing body of research showing
that students who volunteer are likely to continue their
engagement with the community and volunteering UWA
students certainly appreciate the opportunity to get involved.
If you’d like to know more about UWA’s student
volunteers, phone Ellie at the Guild on 6488 5891 or email:
volunteering@guild.uwa.edu.au
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Professor Jane Davidson
(above), Callaway/Tunley
Professor of Music at UWA
and Co-Deputy Director
of the ARC Centre of
Excellence for the History
of Emotions, was delighted
at the sheer diversity of
disciplines represented
at The Power of Music
conference at UWA in
December.
The Winthrop Professor
directed the conference that
attracted 300 delegates
representing 26 nationalities.
“This is the most
significant UWA international
music conference in many
years,” she said. “There
was strong representation
from musicology, music
performance, music therapy
and music psychology,
but the conference also
included perspectives from
ethnomusicology, music
philosophy, sociology and
popular music.”
Papers presented
ranged from explorations of
the emotions embodied in
particular pieces through to
large-scale investigations
of the power of music
for different groups in
societies, from children
to older adults.
“This year we’ll explore
the fact that humans are
musical by nature, but
the degree to which we
fulfil our musical potential
depends on a plethora
of complex interacting
experiential, psychological
and cultural experiences,”
said Professor Davidson.
“The Nature and Nurture
of Music theme through
lectures and performance
will be explored by many
distinguished speakers
from Ireland, Norway, the
US and several Australian
universities.”
Professor Davidson
says 2012 promises

many opportunities for the
community to become
involved – by attending
concerts featured in the
Artistry! and Keyed Up!
series of concerts and at
chamber and free lunchtime
concerts.
“All these events
showcase the incredible
talent of our staff and
students – so be inspired to
follow one of the intriguing
musical pathways on offer
at UWA in 2012!”
A champion of music in
the community, Professor
Davidson will be teaching
at the So You Think You
Can’t Sing workshops held
in association with UWA
Extension in May.
For details of School of
Music and UWA Extension
events, visit the websites:
music.uwa.edu.au and
extension.uwa.edu.au

Awards for Indigenous
health academics

Professor Helen Milroy
A study of traditional
healing methods used
by Indigenous health
professionals has won
an international award for
Winthrop Professor Helen
Milroy. The Director of
UWA’s Centre for Aboriginal
Medical and Dental Health
is one of a group of
Aboriginal mental health
workers awarded the World
Council for Psychotherapy’s
Sigmund Freud Award
which recognises original
contributions to the field.
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Professor Milroy, the first
Indigenous psychiatrist in
Australia, is delighted that
traditional healing has been
internationally recognised.
The work of the Centre’s
Deputy Director, Dr David
Paul, who has driven
change throughout the
health and education
sectors, has also been
acknowledged by the 2011
LIMELight Leadership
Award from the Medical
Deans of Australia and
New Zealand.
Dr Paul helped to
develop and implement
a substantial Indigenous
health curriculum across the
faculties so that graduates
are better prepared to work
with Indigenous patients
and communities.
More than 20 Indigenous
doctors and two Indigenous
dentists have graduated

from UWA, including
the State’s first Noongar
dentist, Chantel Thorn who
begins work at the Alice
Springs Oral Health clinic
this month. The graduate’s
interest in dentistry was
sparked by attending a
UWA camp during Year 11.
Dr Judy Skene,
Associate Director of
Student Services, said
last year more than 4,000
metropolitan and Pilbara
high school students were
provided with a unique taste
of UWA life.

Our winning ways
December was an amazing
month for UWA’s awardwinning academics.
It began with the Western
Australian Science Awards
night that saw Australian
Laureate Fellow and UWA
Professor Richard Hobbs

Chief Scientist at RGS in London

named Scientist of the Year.
UWA researchers have
now won this State’s top
science honour for the last
five years.
In addition, the Early
Career Scientist of the Year
award went to geotechnical
engineer Professor David
White from UWA’s Centre
for Offshore Foundation
Systems and a UWA-related
project, Earth Science
WA, won the Science
Communication Initiative
of the Year.
At the gala dinner at
the Perth Convention
and Exhibition Centre,
Dr Bernard Bowen, Chair
of the International Centre of
Radio Astronomy Research
(a UWA/Curtin University
collaboration) was inducted
into the Western Australian
Science Hall of Fame, joining
UWA colleagues Professor
Fiona Stanley and Professor
Barry Marshall.
During his career
Dr Bowen has helped
to develop four research
institutes including ICRAR
which will discover, later this
month, whether Australia
and New Zealand have won

Professor Richard Hobbs with
Science Minister John Day

the bid to host the world
biggest radio telescope, the
Square Kilometre Array.
Also in December
Professor David White
(pioneering a new field of
research into the behaviour
of shallow seabed
sediments) became overall
winner of the WA Young
Tall Poppy Science Awards,
while one of the world’s
most cited plant scientists,
Winthrop Professor Harvey
Millar of the ARC Centre of
Excellence in Plant Biology,
won the Australian Academy
of Science’s Fenner Medal
for distinguished research
by a scientist under 40.

Chief Scientist Professor Lyn Beazley with
RGS President Michael Palin

Western Australia’s Chief Scientist, UWA’s Professor Lyn
Beazley, recently presented the opening lecture of the
autumn series at the Royal Geographical Society (RGS)
in London.
Founded in 1830 to advance geographical sciences,
the RGS is famous for supporting expeditions of discovery
around the world and continues to be a leading international
centre for studying and promoting geography.
To a packed house of over 700 members, Professor
Beazley’s lecture, Western Australia: Exploring the Secrets
of an Ancient Land, was received with a standing ovation,
followed by many questions from the audience.
The President of the RGS, documentary film maker
Michael Palin, introduced the UWA researcher and, like
others, was clearly fascinated by her exposition of WA’s
ancient geographical landscape. He wrapped up the
evening’s events by expressing a heartfelt wish to return
to Western Australia.
Dr Kerry Sanderson, Western Australia’s Agent
General in London, and Elen Thomas, WA Tourism’s UK
representative, attended the event along with a number of
UK based scientists with links to Western Australia.
UWA Science Communication student Lara de la Harpe,
assisted Professor Beazley in preparing her lecture for the
event as part of her current studies at UWA.
“It was a fantastic opportunity to work with Professor
Beazley, whose enthusiasm for promoting science in
Western Australia is second to none,” said the graduate.
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Year 12 students call UWA home

Getting ‘hands-on’ at an NYSF program

In January each year, the
University participates in a
two-week program for Year
12 students considering
science studies at a tertiary
level. It is one of a host
of strategies aimed at

encouraging students to
consider the many exciting
career pathways offered by
studying the sciences.
Now operating in
Canberra and Perth, the
National Youth Science

Forum is the only program
in Australia offering highschool students the chance
to test-drive a range of
careers in the sciences.
Students are shown how to
make informed decisions

AusAid scholarship recipients celebrate

about courses and careers
in science and are given
advice to help them realise
their potential.
Last month, 144 top Year
12 science students from
around Australia called
UWA’s Currie Hall home
for 12 days to participate in
NYSF 2012.
The program provided
exposure to engineering
and science innovations
and to the scientists
involved in these areas. It
also offered a wide range of
pursuits such as personal
development, leadership
exercises, career advice
and mock job interviews,
along with social activities
and cultural visits.
At UWA, students were
introduced to diverse
areas of learning, including
physics, environmental
engineering, forensic
science, sport science,
plant biology, mathematics,
animal biology, surgical
skills, and astronomy.
Selection of participants
for the forum is coordinated
by Rotary International and
is undertaken by Rotarians,
members of the scientific
community (including
teachers), and former
NYSF students.
Applications for NYSF
2013 close in May 2012.
More information and an
online application form is
available from nysf.edu.au

Alumni Weekend 2013

Last December, retiring Vice-Chancellor
Professor Alan Robson wore his ViceChancellor’s robes for the last time officiating at
a ceremony for departing AusAid scholarship
students. The students are seen here all smiles
after completion of their studies.
Also pictured is Heru Wibowo from Indonesia,
who studied for his Higher Degree by Research
(Prelim) for one year (2009) and then submitted
his PhD thesis in little more than two years. This
is a remarkably short time frame for an AusAid
scholarship PhD student.
Heru has returned to his homeland to continue
his work in the Fiscal Policy Office in the Ministry
of Finance.
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UWA’s Office of
Development and Alumni
Relations is organising an
Inaugural Alumni Weekend
from Friday 8 to Sunday
10 February, 2013. The
three-day program marking
the University’s Centenary
will offer reunions, visits,
tours, exhibitions – and
chances for you to revisit
your old haunts, swim in the
pool and relive moments
of sporting glory on the
tennis courts or James
Oval. There will be plenty of
opportunities to reconnect
with classmates and friends
and the option of staying in
a residential college. Please
register your interest and
ensure we have your details
by emailing: events-alumni@
uwa.edu.au

from the vice-chancellery

Building WA’s intellectual infrastructure
I feel enormously privileged to be taking over the
leadership of UWA at such a propitious time. For
almost a century the University has been providing
outstanding educational opportunities and delivering
transformational research to the citizens, communities
and businesses of Western Australia. With the
current ‘resources boom’ making WA the economic
powerhouse of Australia, there is now both an
unprecedented opportunity and a pressing need for
UWA to take a central role in building the intellectual
infrastructure needed to sustain the State’s economic
prosperity through to mid-century and beyond.
We all hope that the income being derived from
the minerals sector, and flowing through to the rest
of the economy, will be sustained for many decades,
but it is inevitable that at some point the sector will go
into decline. As an economic historian I have studied
the ups and downs of economic cycles in many
countries, and although the timing of decline is highly
variable, the pattern is quite predictable, even though
those living through the good times typically think
they will go on for ever.
Take the case of Coolgardie, for example.
After gold was discovered in 1892, it grew so
rapidly that within six years it was the third largest
town in the colony of Western Australia, after
Perth and Fremantle. More than 700 companies
based in the town were registered on the London
Stock Exchange, and the citizens of Coolgardie
built some of colonial Australia’s finest public and
private buildings. In 1898 everyone expected the
good times to last, but within a few years the gold
began to run out, and the town dwindled.
More often decline occurs not because the
resources are exhausted, but because it is no longer
economic to extract them. One hundred years ago
Britain was the world’s biggest coal exporter, and
the country still has huge underground coal reserves,
but it no longer has a coal industry because it is now
much cheaper to mine coal in other places, such as
the Hunter Valley.
WA needs to create a resilient economy that
can adapt to, and overcome, the downturn in the
minerals sector, whenever that occurs. And in the
21st century knowledge economy, resilience requires
education, skills and innovation. As the premier
university in the State, UWA has a vital role to play
in creating the intellectual dynamism needed for
Perth to become a global innovation hub. Through
outstanding educational programs, now made even
more relevant to the burgeoning knowledge economy
through the ‘New Courses’ curriculum introduced
this year, the University annually creates more than
5,500 new graduates who are educated to the
highest international standard of excellence. Through
pioneering research, our outstanding academic

staff continually press at the boundaries of human
knowledge and understanding, striving for innovation
in thought and action that will ultimately result in
improvements in well-being.
I believe that, even as UWA approaches
its centenary celebrations next year, it has a
responsibility to look to the future challenges and
opportunities facing the State, and to do all it can
to promote the development of a research and
innovation infrastructure in WA. This is why the
University needs to focus on the goal, set by Alan
Robson during his masterful leadership, of becoming
one of the world’s leading universities by 2050.
If Perth is to become a world-class city by 2050,
it will need at least one world-class university.
To achieve this, we will need, within the University,
to focus our effort and resources on supporting
educational and research achievement that is globally
recognised as being of the highest professional and
academic standard. We will also need to work with
business, government and our broad community of
friends and supporters to strengthen UWA’s financial
and physical resources so that we can compete on
equal terms with the very best universities in North
America, Europe and Asia. If we can do all this, then
we will have built the ‘intelligence resources’ that WA
needs for the long-term future.
Paul Johnson
Vice-Chancellor
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Art of the Western Desert
The Ngaanyatjarra Lands have produced some of Australia’s greatest artists of recent
times. Their story was untold until the launch of a new book and an accompanying
exhibition. Both will enrich the 2012 Perth International Arts Festival.
The Perth Festival exhibition Purnu, Tjanpi, Canvas:
Art of the Ngaanyatjarra Lands at UWA’s Lawrence
Wilson Art Gallery reflects the extraordinary creativity
of Western Desert artists whose story and artworks
are the subject of a new title from UWA Publishing.
The Festival exhibition provided the backdrop for
the launch of Ngaanyatjarra Art of the Land edited
by Tim Acker and John Carty in early February.
Combining the aesthetics of an art catalogue with the
rigour of an art history, this lavishly illustrated work

offers essays and stories that give an insight into how
desert artists view their artistic heritage and practice.
For more than 30 years, the featured artists have
expressed themselves through an evolving creativity
that blends traditional and contemporary approaches.
And the growth of community-based art centres has
proved pivotal to the emergence of this new school of
Western Desert art.
Art centres at Kayili, Maruku, Papulankutja, Tjanpi,
Tjarlirli and Warakurna provide the business and
professional support for an astonishing collaborative
enterprise in remote Australia.
“We learnt to do painting long after we had
been doing purnu [wood carving] and tjanpi [grass
weaving],” says artist Thelma McLean. Discovering
recent acrylic painting in the context of those
two enduring crafts offers new understanding of
the ongoing inventiveness and artistry of desert
communities.
In a foreword to the book, art curator and film
maker Hetti Perkins writes: “The elliptical songlines
that weave through the ranges and rock holes of
the Ngaanyatjarra Lands nourish the creativity that

Top: Anmanari Brown’s Seven Sisters, 2009, acrylic on canvas,
49.5 x 151.5 cm ©Anmanari Brown (via Papulankutja Artists).
Image courtesy Vivien Anderson Gallery, Melbourne
Left: Tommy Mitchell and his Walu mural, 2008. Photo: Pamela
Faye McGrath, ©Pamela Faye McGrath
Next page: The hands of Tjayanka Woods, one of the
Papulankutja’s most senior painters, as she waits to sell her
purnu to the Maruku purnu-man in Blackstone, 2011. Photo by
Tim Acker ©Tjayangka Woods (via Papulankutja Artists)
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flourishes in the art centres throughout this vast
inland region …
“This book is a testament to the importance of
Aboriginal-owned and governed art enterprises. The
cultural infrastructure that underpins community art
centres is vital in feeding the artistic ferment within
the modest walls of these organisations … This
book invites us to share in honouring the ancient
heritage of the Ngaanyatjarra community, celebrating
its myriad contemporary expressions and sharing a
future together.”
In an eloquent short history of the Lands,
David Brooks ranges through the Ngaanyatjarra
territory that occupies an area the size of Victoria
in the very heart of the continent’s deserts. Lying
1,000 kilometres from Alice Springs to the east and
Kalgoorlie to the west, its connecting roads are
unsealed and vulnerable to corrugation or flooding,
and visitors are few.
“The Ngaanyatjarra, unlike so many people in
Australia, including many Aboriginal people, live on
their own land. This land was never taken away from
them and they have never been separated from it.
To them, it is the rest of Australia – the governments
who make the policies and the tourists who pass by
so fleetingly – that seems adrift from its moorings and
‘remote’ in its location.”

This book is a
testament to the
importance of
Aboriginal-owned
and governed art
enterprises
The unfolding of this 20th century chapter of the
Ngaanyatjarra story includes some landmark events:
the establishment of the Warburton Mission in 1934;
being in the flight path of rockets tested at Woomera
in South Australia; the building of the Gunbarrel
Highway in the 1950s to facilitate the building of
a small weather station; the deployment of two
sympathetic Native Patrol Officers who got to know
the local families (who occasionally sought help from
whitefellas) and the establishment of mining camps.
All had impacts, increasing the network of tracks
across the landscape and forging links between
these desert people.
David Brooks writes: “In large part, what has
always given these people their strength, and
continues to do so, is their Tjukurrpa, or Dreaming.
To understand the Ngaanyatjarra, how they have
survived and why they are as vibrant and creative as
ever, one needs to gain an insight into the ingenuity
of their cultural system, contextualised as it is by the
overarching presence, in the cultural imagination,

of the Dreaming Beings undertaking their vast
foundational journeys across the desert.”
While not fundamentally different from the
Dreaming culture of other Aboriginal people, it has “a
vastness of scope that has sprung from millennia of
life in the desert landscape”.
“The priceless asset that the people have is a
culture and social system that remains alive and
intact,” he writes. “The country has not fallen into the
hands of others, and it has not been transformed
through development or tamed in other ways.”
Editors Tim Acker and John Carty describe how
traditional techniques for wood carving and weaving
passed down through generations. Initially, spears
and baskets provided by purnu and tjanpi aided
survival in the desert, but enthusiasm for creating
these decorative crafts remains strong today.
Canvas is the most recent of the three
mediums taken up in the Ngaanyatjarra Lands
and, encouraged by earlier painting projects and
Warburton and Irrunytjy communities, a new school
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Reggie Jackson, Illurpa, 2005, acrylic on canvas, 151 x 185 cm
©Reggie Jackson (via Papulankutja Artists)
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of Western Desert painting has emerged. Though
grounded in the earlier creative forms, painting has
now become the primary practice of most artists.
“The works in this exhibition reflect the
completeness of desert life, where people live on
their Country, surrounded by a rich physical, cultural,
social and mythical environment,” write the authors.
“The Ngaanyatjarra Lands are not ‘remote’ or ‘empty’
but continue to sustain a full and productive life…
It is this prolific life, the artists who contribute to it
and their infinite capacity to adapt new materials,
reinvigorate their own traditions and experiment
with mediums and traditions in ways that are truly
‘contemporary’ that is the story of this exhibition …
From purnu and tjanpi to canvas, art is not merely an
expression of Ngaanyatjarra culture, it is the very stuff
of it.”
Purnu, Tjanpi, Canvas, Art of the Ngaanyatjarra
Lands runs until 12 May at the Lawrence Wilson
Art Gallery at UWA. For exhibition details, visit:
culturalprecinct.uwa.edu.au
Ngaanyatjarra Art of the Land by UWA Publishing
is available at all major bookstores and at the Co-op
Bookshop on campus.
For more information about 2012 releases from
UWA Publishing, visit: uwap.uwa.edu.au

Droughts, flooding rains

– and fire

“What is at stake in recurrent bushfires of the kind repeatedly witnessed in this
nation are huge public as well as private costs … The public costs of the police,
fire fighting and emergency services deployed in such conditions. The public costs
of the volunteers and other officers who put their lives on the line in time of crisis.
The public costs of hospital and other emergency support that can never be fully
recompensed. And above all, the private costs of loss and grief. Of memories
destroyed …” – former High Court Judge, Michael Kirby.
Fire has always played a significant role in the
Australian landscape and in the evolution of our
unique flora.
Before European settlement, hunter gatherers
used strategic seasonal burns in grasslands to create
favourable hunting conditions or to clear tracks for
human movement.
Nature – in the form of lightning – also plays a role
in wildfires that sweep through forest and plain during
long hot summers when fuel loads in the landscape
are high.
When he addressed the annual conference
of the Australasian Fire and Emergency Services
Council last year, former Justice of the High Court
Michael Kirby said Victoria had experienced the most
devastating bushfires in its recorded history and the
worst floods in 17 years.
“The great lesson of the examination of Black
Saturday 2009 is that hard decisions have to be
made. And those decisions must address systemic

problems,” he said. “They must limit individual
freedoms where to pursue them will repeat the path
of danger and expose the State and its personnel to
unreasonable risk.”
Justice Kirby said that since the mid-19th
century, bushfires had accounted for nearly a
thousand fatalities, 10,000 injuries and had rendered
more than 30,000 homeless – and the numbers were
creeping up.
With Australian cities stretching urban tentacles
into semi-rural areas adjoining State forests, it seems
clear we need to know more about the fire regimes
that shape the landscape in a changing climate.
The Bureau of Meteorology is unequivocal about
its warnings that climate change is real and has
implications for the fires or floods that have always
been part of living in Australia.

Above: Bushfire in the Perth hills (Photo: The West Australian)
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In the Perth Hills Bushfire Report following
the Roleystone/Kelmscott fires, the Bureau of
Meteorology provided data suggesting “significant
climate change” over a 30 year period. It also noted
the Climate Commission’s 2011 report that “evidence
that the Earth is warming on a multi-decadal
timescale and at a very fast rate by geological
standards, is now overwhelming”.
That message had already been stressed by Euan
Ferguson, a former President of the Australasian Fire
& Emergency Service Authorities Council. In the wake
of Victoria’s Black Saturday fires, he said, all agencies
across Australia would be examining the way they do
business and making changes to support the new
climatic environment.
“The fundamental bedrock of how we do
bushiness is being tested,” he said.
Naomi Brown, the Council’s CEO, concluded that
lasting lessons could only be drawn and strategic
action derived from experience and research. She
cited as significant the extension to the research
agenda of the Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre
(CRC) until 2013. UWA researchers are contributing
to that research.
The Special Inquiry into the Perth Hills fires
heard from researchers at the CSIRO and from

this University. The Fire and Emergency Services
Authority (FESA) asked Bushfire CRC researchers to
conduct a study of the affected communities to learn
what they knew about bushfire safety prior to the
fires. (See A bad day – for somebody else).
At the WA Bushfire Research Forum 2011 (held
at UWA last October) several UWA researchers and
graduates presented their findings.
PhD student Jaymie Norris won a Bushfire CRC
scholarship and is nearing the end of his study on the
impact of bushfires on ecosystems and the resilience
of the forest after wildfires and prescribed burning.
Jaymie Norris continues to collaborate with UWA.
(See The carbon cycle of fire prone ecosystems).
Dr Lachie McCaw, Principal Research Scientist
in the Department of Environment and Conservation
(DEC), said of that UWA research: “Understanding
the relationship between fire regimes and soil
nutrient processes is important to fire managers,
particularly in nutrient-limited ecosystems such as
the jarrah forest. This study contributes to a better
understanding of how soils respond to fires of
different intensity and how this may affect patterns of
regeneration after fire.”
UWA researchers are currently examining
several key aspects of bushfires, from the special
characteristics of our inflammable vegetation to
producing tools that help incident managers to model
extreme bushfire behaviour.

Staying one step ahead
It is midsummer and a fire ignites in
country WA.

We’ve trialled
the simulator on
some historical
fires, now we
need to trial it
on a live fire and
that will happen
this summer
12
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The temperature hovers around 43 degrees, humidity
is less than 10 per cent and the landscape surrounding
the ignition point fans out in a patchwork of harvested
wheat fields, paddocks of dry stubble and remnant
bushland with occasional stands of jarrah.
Beyond the horizon nestles a small town, the
heart of this typical Western Australian wheat-andsheep farming district.
North-westerly winds gust to 25 km/hr, fanning
the fire towards the gold expanse of stubble. When
the flames hit the stubble, they flare and race ahead.
“Fuel load in a paddock may be low, but because
there’s a rapid release of heat, stubble only a foot
high can produce flames that are more than six
metres high. That’s when people die – because the
rate of advance is so fast and high,” explains UWA’s
Winthrop Professor George Milne. “Fire can move
across a paddock at 20 km an hour. A Port Lincoln
Left: Dead man’s zone – the flank of a grass fire becomes a
head fire due to a wind change event. In this simulation, an
initial steady north west wind has produced a narrow elliptical
fire boundary (red line); thirty minutes later, a wind swing to the
west has expanded the north east flank (orange); in another
thirty minutes, with the wind swinging further to the south west,
the total burnt area and the length of the head fire has greatly
increased (yellow). Inset: W/Professor George Milne

fire that killed nine people was primarily a stubble fire
– it burnt 70,000 hectares in less than 12 hours.”
On the monitor the UWA computer scientist is
studying, the advancing line of fire begins to swing
around as wind conditions change: the northwesterly behind the extending finger of fire becomes
a westerly, then a strong south westerly, the wind that
cools Perth during its long hot summer.
With the powerful wind change, the fire-front
suddenly expands dramatically and fractures into
jagged lines on the screen as flames race ahead over
paddocks or are slowed by dense remnant bushland.
Had an incident management team been
watching the simulation we are viewing, they would
have welcomed the next phase of the unfolding
scenario: the fire-front burns to the edge of a
previously burnt DEC reserve that halts at least one
of the fronts.
The hypothetical fire described above is a
simulation that Professor Milne and a research
team from UWA’s School of Computer Science and
Software Technology have been working on for five
years. The UWA Wildfire Simulator is a Geographical
Information System (GIS)-based simulation system
that can map the speed, spread, intensity and
direction of a fire.
The system is currently being trialled by FESA
and has been demonstrated to State Government
officials. In November the research team took the

UWA invention on a ‘road show’ tour to fire authorities
around Australia – and they were clearly impressed.
Developed by Professor Milne, Associate
Professor Drew Mellor and Research Associate Dr
Joel Kelso, the simulator will undoubtedly be a vital
tool for firefighters – and it comes at a critical time.
The Bureau of Meteorology is warning all levels
of government to factor climate change into their fire
mitigation strategies because the familiar scenario
of high summer temperatures, strong easterlies and
tinder dry bushland at the urban interface could
become more extreme.
In addition, the number of pre-season prescribed
burns – that can halt or slow a fire’s progress – could
significantly increase following recommendations
from the Keelty report on the Perth Hills bushfires
last February. Prescribed burns are useful training
exercises for professional and volunteer fire fighters.
However, these much debated monitored burns can
‘get away’ and become wildfires, so a tool that can
accurately predict fire spread will be welcomed by
both FESA and DEC.
Communication is a vital tool in fire fighting
and the simulation system produces fire spread
prediction maps that can be sent via email, SMS
and mobile phones. Detailed spread prediction
maps automatically download weather forecasts
and simulations can be run continuously as new
data becomes available.
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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“This means information can rapidly reach
incident controllers, whether you are battling a
wildfire or running training scenarios,” says the
UWA researcher.
How does the UWA Wildfire Simulator work?
“Basically we take a satellite topographical map
that gives us the land form, overlay it with vegetation
maps and then break the defined area into a network
of irregular cells, each cell being an approximation
of the landscape it represents. Into this we feed
the information about fuel types and loads, plus
temperature, wind speed and direction, updating
them all the time as the situation changes,” explains
Professor Milne.
“By measuring the time of ignition and its spread
to neighbouring cells, we can estimate the likely speed
and path of the fire and are able to rapidly run ‘what if’
simulations for alternative weather scenarios.”
Of course a simulation’s output is only as
accurate as the data that feeds it – be that weather
forecasting for the fire ground location, vegetation
mapping and fuel loads.
Fire expert Dr Neil Burrows, an Adjunct Professor
and DEC Senior Principal Research Scientist, has
worked with Professor Milne and his team and is
impressed with the simulator.
“Bushfires are dangerous and dynamic processes
driven by a complex set of field, weather and
topographic variables,” he says. “The bushfire
simulator integrates this array of variables and
produces an easy-to-interpret screen picture of how
bushfires spread across a landscape in time.
“The simulator also has an important role in
fire fighting training and in bushfire prevention and
preparedness by allowing us to consider what a
bushfire, or multiple bushfires, might do under varying
fuel and weather conditions.”
“I think our simulator will help because within
minutes it generates maps you can email or send on
an iphone,” says Professor Milne. “We can predict
where the fire is going within a minute – as opposed
to sitting in front of physical maps, consulting tables
of weather conditions and fuels so that lines can be
drawn on a map.
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“We’ve trialled the simulator on some historical
fires, now we need to trial it on a live fire and that will
happen this summer.”
The UWA Wildfire Simulator is funded by a Digital
Regions Initiative Project Grant from the Department
of Broadband and the Bushfire CRC. It became one
of the talking points at the WA Bushfire Research
Forum held at the University Club in October.
Professor Milne also has an Australian Research
Council Linkage Project Grant for research in
simulation technology for modelling extreme bushfire
behaviour. The team works in collaboration with
Landgate and FESA.

>> C ontact
Winthrop Professor George Milne
School of Computer Science
and Software Engineering
Phone: +61 8 6488 2717
Email: milne@csse.uwa.edu.au

The anatomy of fire
Associate Professor Drew Mellor, who
designed the software for the UWA Wildlife
Simulator, spends a good deal of time
researching the history and analysing the
anatomy of major Australian bushfires.
The UWA researcher completed his postdoctoral
research at the University of Newcastle. He always
wanted to advance research in the area of bushfires,
so when invited to join Bushfire CRC research at
UWA, he jumped at the chance.
“By knowing the different vegetation types at a
fire location and the burn history of an area, we can
infer how fuel has built up in a location,” he explains.
“With grasslands, for instance, you’ll get five tonnes
per hectare of fuel within the space of a year.”
Satellite images provide the researchers with
vegetation maps.
A/Professor Mellor says that wind changes are a
dangerous element in any fire.

“Suddenly a flank can become a head fire that
greatly increases the area being burnt,” he explains.
“That means fire fighters working along the flank will
be endangered – no wonder it has been dubbed the
‘dead man’s zone.”
A/Professor Mellor says that coroners’ reports
of fires resulting in death provide researchers with
valuable information for reconstructing a fire.
The 2007 Boorabbin blaze he has been
researching burnt for 10 days and claimed the lives
of three truck drivers. The coroner was critical of
the failure to heed Bureau of Meteorology weather
reports and warnings.
“On that occasion, there had been very high fire
danger warnings. The temperament climbed to 43
degrees and relative humidity was phenomenally low,
around four or five per cent,” he recalls.
Maps on his computer (at right) show the
perimeter of the actual fire over a number of days:
the orange area indicates the burn on day one, the
light blue on day two and the red on day three.
The fire swept over two main vegetation types
– dense tammar heath that conceals a wealth of
dry fuel beneath a low green canopy, and salmon
gum woodland in red dirt with no understorey (in
lower areas round the lakes and gullies). Both are
represented on the map in different shades of green,
along with a large gray area that indicates a recent
bushfire ‘scar’ that halted the fire in that area.
“It’s interesting how much faster the heath areas
burnt in comparison to the woodlands,” says the
researcher. “The heath is full of dry woody fuel and
because it is off the ground it burns far more readily
than the woodland that constrained the fire.

“It is fascinating going over these maps because
you can work out the story of the fire from analysing
the vegetation maps and the fire history of the area.”

>> C ontact
Asst/Professor Drew Mellor
School of Computer Science
and Software Engineering
Phone: +61 8 6488 2763
Email: drew.mellor@uwa.edu.au
Above: Three died in the Boorabbin fire that Drew Mellor
reconstructed for his study. (Photo: The West Australian)
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Studying natural
patterns of wildfires
While fire regimes in much of Australia
have been affected by human activities, an
extensive area of WA’s south coast offers a
semi-arid ecosystem in which natural patterns
of wildfire can be studied.
UWA researcher Alison O’Donnell examined a
1.5-million-hectare study area at Lake Johnston
to reconstruct the area’s fire history using remote
sensing, and to learn how vegetation, topography
and climate impact on wildfire.
This is vital research given that the southern
region of WA has some of the world’s largest
remaining natural tracts of temperate woodland.
“Information about past fire regimes is lacking for
many landscapes in Australia, particularly for nonforested regions,” says Dr O’Donnell. “Hopefully the
project will guide the development of appropriate fire
management strategies and provide a benchmark
to assess the functionality of fire regimes in adjacent
modified and fragmented landscapes where natural
fire processes may no longer operate.”
The study region is relatively unaltered by human
activities including fire management, with lightning
igniting most of the known fires over the past half
century.
The fire history of the region was reconstructed
by mapping fire areas visible in aerial photographs
and satellite images and studying the growth rings of
trees (dendrochronology). Different vegetation types,
climate and topographic fire barriers such as salt
lakes were all assessed.
The fire history database generated by the project
has been incorporated into a database maintained

by DEC to guide fire management in the region and
is also being used by researchers associated with
the Gondwana Link project to examine responses
of vegetation to different fire frequencies (www.
gondwanalink.org).
The research has important implications for
the development and management plans for the
long-term conservation of the Great Western
Woodlands area.
Dr Pauline Grierson of UWA’s School of Plant
Biology, said there was a critical need to develop a
similar understanding of historical bushfire patterns
in other Australian ecosystems, particularly those of
conservation significance.
This research was funded by the Bushfire CRC,
the WA Department of Environment and Conservation
and UWA.

A bad day – for
somebody else
“A majority of the population knew it was going to
be a bad day, but a bad day for somebody else.”
That’s how Bushfire CRC Research Director Dr
Richard Thornton summed up the findings of UWA
research into community responses during the Perth
Hills bushfires.
The research found that residents recognised
bushfires were a threat – but not to their own lives
or properties.
Following the February 2011 fires, researchers
from the School of Psychology at UWA interviewed
residents of 425 households in and around the fires
and an extensive questionnaire, mailed to a random
selection of 3,000 residents, had a 30 per cent
response rate.
The survey indicated that prior to the 6 February
fires (when there was a Fire Weather Warning and a
Total Fire Ban) residents engaged in actions including
clearing gutters, discussing the risks with neighbours,
checking independent power and water supplies and
protective clothing, and mapping out a fire plan or
evacuation route.
The most cited source of information for bushfire
preparation was the FESA Prepare.Act.Survive
pamphlet.
Issues preventing residents from being more
prepared included financial constraints, lack of
time and experience, complacency, frustration over
other residents’ lack of preparation, being in a rental
situation and finding regulations and bureaucracy too
difficult to understand or work with.
While 67 per cent of residents were aware of the
Total Fire Ban, they did not always understand what
the term implied. Sixty per cent expected to receive
an official warning if required to evacuate, with some
Left: UWA researcher Alison O’Donnell takes a tree core sample
from the study area
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not feeling the need to independently consult official
information sources.
The majority of residents became aware of the
fire through seeing or smelling smoke and through
contact from family and friends. The most accessed
sources were StateAlert, ABC Radio and the FESA
website. Only 10 per cent said the StateAlert was the
most important. (The StateAlert emergency voice and
text messages to landlines and mobile phones were
introduced by FESA following the Victorian bushfires.
Some residents complained they received warning
messages hours after fleeing their homes.)
FESA’s Director of Community Engagement
Suellen Shea said the findings of the UWA research
would enhance its community safety programs and
community engagement in readiness for the current
bushfire season.

Smoke signals rebirth
The smoke that veils a landscape after a
bushfire carries vital compounds that signal
regrowth and awakening. Harnessing these
growth-triggers could boost agriculture and
help rehabilitate mine sites.
While Indigenous hunters traditionally used ‘fire stick
farming’ to encourage germination in native plants,
UWA researchers have discovered that compounds
in smoke can also boost many other plants including
weeds and horticultural crops such as lettuce and
tomatoes.
Scientists have named the compounds karrikins
from ‘karrik’ the Noongar word for smoke.
The first scientists to identify one of the smoke
compounds were Dr Gavin Flematti studying
with Professor Emilio Ghisalberti in the School of
Biomedical, Biomolecular and Chemical Sciences.
They worked out the compound’s molecular weight,
composition and molecular structure using a
combination of chromatography, nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy and mass spectrometry.
Gavin Flematti’s PhD was judged the best of 2005
in chemical science, winning him the Royal Australian
Chemical Institute’s Cornforth Medal. His study
stirred worldwide interest and was published in the
prestigious journal Science.
UWA researchers are further advancing this
important research in collaboration with colleagues at
Kings Park and Botanic Garden.
Winthrop Professor Steven Smith’s research team
in the UWA Centre of Excellence in Plant Energy
Biology has discovered that not only do karrikins
stimulate germination, they can also modify the
emerging seedlings’ growth to cope with prevailing
conditions in a post-fire landscape.
Just how the compounds spur growth is still
being unravelled. Professor Smith (above), an expert
in plant genomics, thinks karrikins may activate a

Plants have an
exquisite sensing
system that
allows them to
detect different
light qualities
small set of plant genes that respond to light. After
a fire, the spectrum of light reaching dormant seeds
naturally changes with the loss of a canopy of leaves
that filtered ultraviolet light.
“Plants have an exquisite sensing system that
allows them to detect different light qualities,” he
explains. “Essentially the karrikins activate that
sensing system and provide seeds with information
about the environment above the soil.
“It’s a fantastic trick that nature has come up with.
The karrikins are signalling that the environment has
changed and it would be a good time to germinate
because there’s plenty of light and nutrients.”
However, not all smoke-responsive plants
react to karrikins. The germination of WA’s floral
emblem, the iconic red and green kangaroo paw, is
stimulated by another family of compounds, known
as cyanohydrins, which release the stimulant cyanide
when dissolved in water.
This collaborative research is funded by the
Australian Research Council and the group has
developed collaborations with researchers at
the Carnegie Institution for Science at Stanford
University and the University of Queensland. It
has seen Professor Smith selected as a finalist
for the 2011 Australian Museum Eureka Prize for
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Environmental Research and has won Dr Flematti
an ARC Future Fellowship to develop his research in
chemical ecology.
Professor Kingsley Dixon, a UWA graduate who
leads the Kings Park research team, says the newly
coined word, karrikin, recognises that this scientific
discovery was made on Noongar land and reflects
the importance of fire and smoke to plant ecology
and Aboriginal culture.

Safe and smart
Building a home that is a safe retreat in a
spectacular – but fire-prone – landscape
provides a creative challenge for architect
Ian Weir.
When completed in 2009, a Bremer Bay home
designed by UWA graduate Dr Ian Weir quickly
became a talking point. It was tagged ‘the bushfire
smart home’.
The family home was considered an excellent
example of site-specific architecture, in a landscape
that is spectacular, biodiverse and extremely
fire-prone. Bremer Bay sits at the base of the
Fitzgerald River National Park.
“I worked on finding architectural ways of bringing
the family into close proximity with their bushland
site,” explains Dr Ian Weir.
The result was a building that could survive
a bushfire: bushfire-rated reflective glazing in
windows, perforated roller shutters (tested by the
CSIRO) that could be remotely controlled, a roof

it adds
another
dimension
to what
architecture
can do
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designed to prevent the entry of embers, a sprinkler
system protecting timber decks and a safety zone
within the house for dedicated fire fighting and
safety equipment.
Dr Weir has made bushfire protection an
important element of his architectural research and
practice and that first home incorporated findings
from his PhD research at UWA, where he was also
a lecturer.
Now an architectural researcher and teacher
at the Queensland University of Technology,
Dr Weir spends three months of the year in WA
and is currently working on four projects in the
Great Southern.
When he took up his Queensland post three years
ago he was surprised at the degree of interest in fire
safety in the State.
“It is not in the Australian psyche to view subtropical Queensland as fire prone, but it is,” he says.
“In fact, the first ‘catastrophic’ fire weather warning
occurred not in Victoria but in Queensland.
“What interests me is how proactive Queensland’s
State and local governments are in implementing fire
safety standards. That contrasts with the situation in
Western Australia which, paradoxically, is at much
higher risk in terms of fire.”
However, Dr Weir has noticed increased WA
local government interest in planning and building in
bushfire prone areas.
“Recently, for the first time, I had a WA shire put
conditions on a house I was building. I believe home
owners should make fire safety a higher priority. Houses
need to be appropriately sited on blocks and buildings
need to be smaller, with more spent on safety.”
In the Jerramungup Shire (440 km southeast
of Perth) that accommodates Dr Weir’s ‘bushfire
smart’ Bremer Bay home, the graduate’s message is
getting through, with the Shire recently inviting him to
become a consultant.
“When I first meet clients I tell them the building I
design is not going to save their lives. There is a lot to
do in pre-season preparations on a property and a lot
also depends on how they behave in an emergency
situation,” says Dr Weir.
He emphasises that even the new Australian
Standards for building in bushfire prone areas
may not protect against the sort of forest fires that
occurred on Black Saturday. A draft of the standards
(for building in bushfire prone areas) was drawn up
five years prior to the Victorian fires and suffered a
somewhat protracted public comment period.
“The standards were rapidly adopted in the
aftermath of the Victorian fires when there was a
need to start rebuilding,” he says. “But they are
compulsory only if a local government specifies that
the landscape is bushfire prone and many seem
reluctant to do that.
Left: ‘Bushfire smart’ house at Bremer Bay (Photo: Andrew
Halsall). Inset: Ian Weir (Photo: Gordon Innocent)

Photo: The West Australian

“The standard is also a work in progress because
there are continual amendments – and the public,
architects and builders need to be alert to these
amendments.
“My approach is to direct clients to look at the
real risk situation of their site. Before designing, I
engage a bushfire risk consultant (an ex-firefighter)
to review the site and make recommendations to the
client in relation to the Australian Standard and basic
risk mitigation. I encourage all my fellow architects to
do that – it’s not just a case of ticking off Australian
Standards as that approach alone will not necessarily
deliver a safer more sustainable outcome.”
Dr Weir is currently working on a house (located
in a southwest forest setting) that includes a ‘fire
compartment’ within the house. He views the
building of fire bunkers separate from the home
as ‘flawed logic’.
“It’s much better to have people sheltering in the
family home than in an unfamiliar space like a fire
bunker in a landscape that is likely to be on fire,”
he says.
Dr Weir laments the fact that only about one per
cent of homes in Australia are designed by architects.
He sees exploration of bushfire safety aspects as
adding to the creativity of architecture, especially
if the objective is to protect biodiversity as well as
human habitation.

“It’s an opportunity for architects to reinvigorate
their practice because it adds another dimension to
what architecture can do.”

>> C ontact
Dr Ian Weir
Senior Lecturer, Landscape Architecture
Queensland University of Technology
Email: ian.weir@qut.edu.au
Website: ianweirarchitect.com

Charting the history
of brigades
Growing up in the fire-prone Perth Hills and
serving briefly as a volunteer fire fighter,
ensured that UWA historian Dr Ian Duckham
had a personal as well as a professional
interest in researching and writing All Fired Up,
a history of the volunteer bush fire brigades in
the Shire of Mundaring.
This predominantly rural area hosts large swathes
of national parks and reserves, so fire has posed
a persistent threat since the shire was established
in 1903.
Dr Duckham begins his history with the early
use of fire by Indigenous hunters: to clear areas,
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Historian Dr Ian Duckham and his book All Fired Up

regenerate edible plants, signal, stamp their
ownership on territory – and to reduce the intensity of
wildfires through controlled seasonal burns.
Over tens of thousands of years, these early fires
transformed some of the pristine bush into woodland
that later appealed to settlers looking for farmland.
“The story of ‘fire in the shire’ goes from beaters
to bombers, from wheelbarrows to water wagons.
It is a story of the will to survive and prosper in
a dangerous environment to protect a lifestyle of
peace and tranquillity in the Australian bush,” writes
the historian.
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While recording the area’s more dramatic fires
and the evolution of both the brigades and volunteer
fire fighting, Dr Duckham’s account highlights the
self-sufficiency and inventiveness of early residents.
Those who, of necessity, banded together to form
brigades fought blazes with water knapsacks refilled
from 44-gallon drums on the back of utes, and with
beaters and rakes. And in the shire’s 107 years
history there has been only one fire fatality.
“People didn’t sit around waiting for local or State
Government solutions to their problems. They took
the initiative and solved them themselves,” Dr
Duckham writes. This is illustrated by the brigade
volunteers in the shire who established the first nongovernment bushfire training school in Australia and
who pioneered air reconnaissance and fire mapping
that was later taken over by FESA.
All Fired Up was published by the Mundaring and
Hills Historical Society and is available at all libraries.

The carbon cycle of fire
prone ecosystems
Carbon cycling is recognised as a fundamental
component in global climate change, so
a better understanding of it in fire-prone
ecosystems is important.
Fire, whether prescribed or wild, has implications for
key ecological processes such as water, carbon and
nutrient cycling. Because fires don’t burn uniformly
across a landscape, their impact varies with the
moisture content and fuel load on the forest floor and
with fire intensity.
Jaymie Norris’ PhD study at UWA examines
spatial patterns of soil nitrogen and carbon in jarrah
forests burnt at low and high intensities. Jamie is now
working with the Department of Sustainability and
Environment in Victoria.
The PhD student’s ‘outdoor laboratory’ was a
27,000 hectare jarrah forest in the Perth Hills burnt
by a 2005 summer bushfire. The fire resulted in a
mosaic of forest that burned at different intensities.
Soils were analysed for their carbon, nitrogen
and microbial content and the research found that
low intensity prescribed burning meant there is
greater niche development of microbes that aid in
forest recovery.
The research is led by Associate Professor
Pauline Grierson under the umbrella of a Bushfire
CRC project aimed at understanding the ecological
aspects of prescribed fires. Dr Matthias Boer,
previously a Research Fellow at UWA and now a
researcher at the University of Western Sydney,
was also involved and continues to collaborate with
bushfire researchers at UWA.
The researchers felt there was a need to further
investigate the ecological function that charcoal (which
increases in soil after high intensity fires) plays in soil.

When the
world came
to UWA
Western Australia welcomed world
leaders for the Commonwealth Heads
of Government Meeting (CHOGM) in
October, and the University’s heritage
buildings – beautifully illuminated for
the occasion – became the setting
for key events including a dinner for
Commonwealth leaders hosted by
the Australian Prime Minister.
When the CHOGM task force first visited Perth
to begin planning the October 2011 summit
of Commonwealth leaders, Winthrop Hall was
selected as the most suitable venue for the Prime
Minister’s Dinner.
By the time guests began to arrive for this major
event, designers had transformed the approach to
the hall, creating a pavilion complete with chandeliers,
lounges and drapes to shape intimate seating areas.
The dinner at UWA was seen as a chance for the
visiting heads of state to socialise in a less formal
environment and despite the high level of security –
the Hackett buildings being sealed off – the evening
had a relaxed atmosphere and the setting drew many
favourable comments.
In the pavilion overlooking the Reflection Pond,
guests enjoyed cocktails and canapés with a
distinctively West Australian flavour while enjoying
the music of a string quartet (that included music
graduates Anna O’Hagan and Clare Tunney).
Prime Minister Julia Gillard greeted guests on the
steps of Winthrop Hall as they were ushered into an
interior that had also been transformed.
Half of the hall had been carpeted and turned
into a lounge area. Beyond this were long tables with
mirrored surfaces that reflected the intricate ceiling
beams with their Indigenous motifs.

Winthrop Hall is a beacon
of learning … it is fitting
that it was chosen for
this historic gathering
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Guests were fascinated by the motifs painted
by George Benson in the 1930s. Another piece that
stirred interest was the epic Noongar artwork created
by the Ngallak Koort Boodja elders for the 2006
Perth Festival.
The dinner featured an extensive menu prepared
by Costa Simatos, Executive Chef at The University
Club of Western Australia, and his team. The late
Dr Kevin Cullen, a graduate and pioneer Margaret
River vigneron, would have been pleased to see his
Sauvignon Blanc Semillon 2010 on the wine menu.
(The award winning Cullen Wines is now run by
graduate Vanya Cullen.)
Retiring Vice-Chancellor, Professor Alan Robson,
described the event as one of the most important in
the University’s 100 year history.
“Our beautiful Winthrop Hall, one of Perth’s most
recognised buildings, has stood for decades as a
beacon of learning in the community. It is fitting that it
was chosen for this historic gathering, recognising the
University’s increasing importance as a contributor to
global knowledge and education,” he said.
The Prime Minister’s Dinner was one of several
occasions when UWA hosted CHOGM visitors. At the
start of the week, the University welcomed delegates
of the Commonwealth Business Forum to an In the
Zone gala dinner in Winthrop Hall.
Initiated by UWA in 2009, In the Zone is a
series of conference meetings and seminars aimed
at developing high-level dialogue with Australia’s
major trading partners in Perth’s time zone – a zone
encompassing 60 per cent of the world’s population
and the nations promising the greatest economic
growth of this century.
Guests heard Chancellor and business leader
Michael Chaney describe WA as ‘the new California’
as the nation’s centre of economic gravity shifted west.
“Our challenge is to make sure we position
ourselves to take advantage of this golden era,” said
Dr Chaney.
Dr Chaney told his audience that UWA now
draws international students from across the region,
enhancing its ability to collaborate offshore through
research and business.
“The potential scale of this is exciting,
considering that within the next decade there will be
perhaps five million people in neighbouring countries
who have been educated in Australia – many in
leadership positions.”
During CHOGM, Prime Minister Julia Gillard also
visited the campus to announce the establishment
of an International Mining for Development Centre,
funded by the Federal Government through AusAID.
Based at UWA, the joint UWA-University of
Queensland centre aims to strengthen the economic
outcomes of developing nations through better
industry governance, education and capacity building
across mining-related issues.
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The Prime Minister was clearly impressed by the
enthusiasm of Honours and PhD students working
in the area of minerals research. “They are here
because this is a centre of excellence,” she said.
Ms Gillard visited the Edward de Courcy Clarke
Earth Science Museum where countless WA school
children have their first glimpse of the ‘rocks’ that
are fuelling the State’s resources boom. The Prime
Minister was welcomed by postgraduate students
who had brought along material that gave her an
insight into their research.
Matthew Hill’s laptop computer showed a 3D
model of his research into the structural geology of
the Tennant Creek region of the Northern Territory.
He explained to Ms Gillard that his study is unravelling
the scenario of why gold and copper deposits occur
in the area and where there could be more.
This well-travelled student worked as a geologist
in New Zealand, prospected for wind farm sites in
New Zealand and Australia using advanced computer
modelling and has been part of an Antarctic team
doing climate research.
A visit to the campus by the Duke of Edinburgh
saw both students and staff gathering to welcome
the royal visitor. In the basement of the Physics
building, the Duke saw in action the aerial gravity
mapping tool known as VK1, named after its
developer, UWA physicist Dr Frank van Kann. The
Duke spent some time discussing the project with Dr
van Kann and members of the Rio Tinto’s Exploration
and Technology and Innovation team. For more on
this see Nurturing Innovation.
The bi-annual CHOGM meeting brings together
Commonwealth leaders to discuss global and
Commonwealth issues and to agree on collective
policies and initiatives. The Western Australian Premier,
Colin Barnett, (also a UWA graduate) said that hosting
CHOGM had been an extraordinary opportunity to
showcase Western Australia to the world.
As UWA approaches its 2013 centenary and
the realisation of its ambition to be counted among
the world’s great universities, the high profile
the University enjoyed during CHOGM – and the
insights into research excellence the event provided
– were timely.

1. UK Prime Minister David Cameron with Julia Gillard at the
Prime Minister’s Dinner
2. The Prime Minister chats with PhD student Matthew Hill in
the earth science museum
3. Former Vice-Chancellor Alan Robson welcomes the Duke of
Edinburgh to UWA
4. Professor Fiona Stanley with guests at the Prime Minister’s
Dinner
5. and 6. Queen Elizabeth plants a tree and strolls through the
University during a visit to the campus in 1963 (Photos: UWA
Archives)
7. Professor Robson, the Governor Quentin Bryce and
Chancellor Michael Chaney
8. The Prime Minister arrives on campus
9. The pavilion created to welcome CHOGM guests
10. Staff and students gather to greet Prince Philip
11. Gwenda and Alan Robson with with Indian Vice-President
Shri Hamid Ansari (Photos Ron D’Raine)
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Rethinking the ocean
The new Director of the UWA Oceans Institute believes we need to rethink the
enormous potential of our oceans – to feed a hungry world, to harness wave and
tidal energy and to explore the biotechnology potential of marine creatures known
and unknown. Trea Wiltshire reports.
During a 30-year career that has seen him
acknowledged as one of the world’s foremost ocean
researchers, Winthrop Professor Carlos Duarte, the
inaugural Director of the UWA Oceans Institute, has
explored all the world’s major oceans.
While the marine ecologist has seen much that
alarms him in oceans that span 70 per cent of the
earth’s surface, Professor Duarte is committed to the
notion that, in a world beset by daunting challenges,
the oceans hold many answers and extraordinary
untapped potential.
“With the world’s population estimated to swell to
nine billion in the next 40 years, the oceans could be
the key to addressing humanity’s grand challenges,”
he says.
“We probably know only 10 per cent of the
extraordinary wealth of marine species that exist in
24
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our oceans. We know more about the topography of
the Moon or Mars than about the ocean floor.
“Our seagrass meadows are vast natural carbon
sinks of huge significance in terms of climate change.
We need to explore the enormous potential of
aquaculture; of natural products derived from oceans;
of tidal and wave energy systems.”
The UWA Oceans Institute brings together
a wealth of expertise. It aims to ensure that this
University plays a crucial role in exploring and
developing the potential of oceans and in contributing
to marine and maritime policy.

“History forgot the Malaspina,” says Professor Carlos Duarte,
above, Co-ordinator of the 2011 Malaspina Expedition and
Director of the UWA Oceans Institute. Next page: The Malaspina
in Sydney harbour in 1793 (Naval Museum, Madrid)

The Institute’s research brief extends beyond marine
science. It is advancing knowledge of our State’s
continental shelf, its currents and marine canyons and
its impact on oil and gas infrastructure and seabed
pipelines. The inaugural Deputy Director of the Institute
is Winthrop Professor Mark Cassidy, Director of the
Centre for Offshore Foundation Systems.
“The structure of the Oceans Institute is unique
in its aim to provide solutions to a wide spectrum
of problems,” Professor Duarte says. “By bringing
together marine science and engineering capabilities
(formerly located in several schools) we’ve created a
critical mass of expertise.
“We see the Institute as the best way to create
wealth and generate innovation centred on the ocean
and we’re confident our industry partners will align
themselves with that vision.”
Professor Duarte believes that a priority in achieving
this vision will be more investment at a national level
in marine research infrastructure, including research
vessels and submersibles capable of exploring oceanic
depths that remain little known.
“With 40,000 kilometres of coastline – 15,000 in
Western Australia – it seems extraordinary that Australia
possesses only one ocean-going research vessel
operating in Australian waters,” says Professor Duarte.
“If there is a major oil spill, it might take two or three
weeks to have a research vessel in place. That’s a
situation of risk I feel must be addressed,” he stresses.
“The more intensive our offshore energy operations
become, the more we need to be prepared.
“If an accident happens off Western Australia,
researchers are going to be asked to provide advice:
on the ocean’s capacity to dilute the oil; on which
areas will be most affected; and on what strategies to
adopt. Our researchers need a far greater capacity to
operate in the field.”
An article of faith in Professor Duarte’s career has
been bringing scientists from different disciplines,
institutions and countries to work together – a goal
exemplified by the 2011 Malaspina Expedition he
co-ordinated.
“I believe the emphasis on a competitive grants
system can erode the capacity of scientists and of
universities to work together on the grand challenges.
We need to find a better balance between cooperation
and competition,” says the UWA researcher.
“What I call the ‘Malaspina spirit’ is a commitment
to a goal greater than personal ambition. During the
expedition, every time there was conflict, we referred
back to that commitment and the greater goal took
priority over individual aspirations.
“We need to promote that notion at all levels
– through universities and research bodies and at
State and national levels. We need researchers and
government and industry working more cooperatively.
“While Darwinian theory promotes the value of
competition – survival of the fittest – now that we

The first Malaspina voyage
The European quest for trade and colonies,
naval supremacy and scientific research
turned the 18th century into an extraordinary
era for exploration.
Navigators and cartographers began filling in the blank spaces
on maps during voyages of discovery that often spanned
several years. And, with each triumphant return to their home
port – with vessels carrying collections of rare and exotic flora
and fauna – the rivalries between Europe’s imperial powers
sharpened.
The Royal Society commissioned Captain James Cook to
search for the elusive Terra Australis; Louis XV despatched
France’s Comte de Bougainville to circumnavigate the globe
and raise France’s profile; and, in the service of the Spanish
crown, Captain Alejandro Malaspina embarked on an epic
four-year voyage that brought crucial advances in cartography
and a wealth of flora and fauna specimens.
Malaspina returned to a hero’s welcome, but his high profile
earned him the enmity of powerful forces within the Spanish
court. Accused of treason for his enlightened ideas, he was
stripped of honours and property and imprisoned.
The Spaniard died in exile and the invaluable legacy of
his voyage was lost – but not before his cartographer fled to
England with maps that would be used during the historic
voyages of the Beagle and by German naturalist and explorer
Alexander von Humboldt.
“History forgot about Malaspina,” observes Professor
Carlos Duarte, the Spanish marine ecologist who coordinated
last year’s Malaspina Expedition that stopped at Fremantle on
its epic voyage. Some 400 scientists from 10 countries were
involved, including researchers from UWA and the CSIRO.
When pulling together one of the world’s largest scientific
collaborations, Professor Duarte had two aims: to advance
understanding of our oceans through the work of a team of
international researchers and to make sure that the Malaspina
spirit of cooperation and shared knowledge illuminated the
name of the long forgotten Spanish 18th century explorer.
Professor Duarte was appointed inaugural Director of the
UWA Oceans Institute last year, during the final months of the
Malaspina voyage.

continued on page 26
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know more about evolution from molecular tools,
we appreciate that while competition can bring
advantages, great steps forward in evolution came
with smaller cooperative interactions.
“Faced as we are by the challenges of 2012, we
need to take those big steps forward.”
Is there an area of science that is achieving such
collaborative advances?

Our seagrass
meadows are vast
natural carbon
sinks of huge
significance in terms
of climate change
Professor Duarte cites astrophysics, because its
pursuit involves such expensive infrastructure that
scientists must work together. Australia’s ambitious
bid for the Square Kilometre Array, for instance,
has seen universities, scientific agencies, State and
Federal governments and industry working together
to secure the right to build the world’s biggest radio
astronomy facility.
Professor Duarte was heartened by the
spirit of cooperation he saw at work during the
Malaspina voyage.
While the expedition’s research material is still
being analysed, some findings are already stirring
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international interest, in particular the discovery
that the Indian Ocean absorbs three times more
atmospheric nitrogen than the Atlantic. That rich
infusion of nitrogen ensures healthy communities of
plankton – and half the oxygen we breathe comes
from phytoplankton.
“The phytoplankton community removes more
carbon dioxide from the atmosphere than large
plants,” says Professor Duarte, “so understanding
these features of what is an amazing carbon sink –
the Indian Ocean – is vital.”
Professor Duarte believes that several of the
expedition’s discoveries will find their way into text
books, including work in examining the meta-genome
of the microorganisms present in the oceans and
atmosphere.
Were there any surprising finds?
For Professor Duarte, one such surprise related to
the diminutive lanternfish (myctophids) aptly named
for the bioluminescence it emits from light producing
organs on its body.
“As a student I was taught that insects don’t
occur in the ocean – now I know that’s wrong,” says
the researcher. “We found lanternfish migrated from
depths of 1,000 metres to feed on insects (plus eggs
and larvae) on the surface of the ocean. I was also

Above: The ABC’s Catalyst film crew filming the Malaspina last
year. Next page: Dr Cristina Garmendia, Spain’s Minister of
Science and Innovation, on the Malaspina (Photo: Joan Costa)

amazed at the sheer diversity of life in the top five
centimetres of the ocean.
“Another positive discovery in the South Pacific
(between 10 and 15 degrees south) was the clearest
ocean water yet documented: the waters were so
clear we had to revise our understanding of the
theoretical properties of pure water.
“Another discovery in those New Zealand waters
was that UV radiation is far more pervasive in clear
water than previously thought. That’s important
because UV can kill organisms down to depths of
60 metres.
“However, our final view of this area was a beautiful
atoll (Nukunonu, Tokelau archipelago) that, given the
rate of sea level rise, won’t be there in years to come.
“We also had confirmation of a worrying loss of
oxygen in the world’s oceans. Throughout equatorial
regions, we noted a significant decline in both the
Pacific and Atlantic. While this was anticipated, it is
happening at a faster pace.”
Professor Duarte will continue to work on Malaspina
findings while he divides his time between the UWA
Oceans Institute and the Department of Global Change
Research at the Mediterranean Institute for Advanced
Studies in Mallorca, Spain. His wife, Dr Susana Agusti,
who was Chief Scientist on the Sydney to Auckland
leg of the Malaspina Expedition, has been appointed a
Professorial Fellow in the School of Plant Biology and
the Oceans Institute.
Born in Lisbon (his father was Portuguese, his
mother Spanish), Carlos Duarte completed a PhD
at McGill University in Montreal. His principal area of
research is the impact of human-induced pressure on
the functioning of marine ecosystems from the poles
to the tropics.

We also had
confirmation of
a worrying loss
of oxygen in the
world’s oceans

“All great journeys, all the great explorations,
produce a strange type of melancholy which is surely
the effect of the distance between what is known
and what still remains on the other side,” wrote the
historian.
Did the UWA professor feel that sense of
melancholy when welcomed home, with considerable
pomp and ceremony by Spanish parliamentarians
and naval officials?
“We’d planned the expedition for so many
years that, yes, there was sadness when we finally
disembarked,” he recalls. “Also, perhaps there was
the realisation that none of us would be able to
repeat such a large-scale adventure.
“On the other hand, we also knew that our
findings would add significantly to the world’s
understanding of how our oceans work. Some
samples are even being stored in a time capsule for
three decades, to allow a new generation of scientists
to pose questions we can’t even dream of today!”

>> C ontact
Winthrop Professor Carlos Duarte
Director, UWA Oceans Institute
Phone: +61 8 6488 8123
Email: carlos.duarte@uwa.edu.au
Website: oceans.uwa.edu.au/

Co-founder of the European Union-funded
project on Arctic Tipping Points, Professor Duarte
is also working with the United Nations, the Food
and Agriculture Organisation and the World Bank
to develop strategies to increase the sustainable
production of marine aquaculture as well as the
restoration and conservation of coastal habitats. He
has won many honours and has published more than
400 scientific papers.
Writing about the voyage of the ill-fated Malaspina
in the 18th century, the Spanish geographer and
historian Juan Pimentel has observed that when the
Spaniard returned to Cadiz, he harboured doubts
and certainties.
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Nurturing innovation
UWA’s Office of Industry and Innovation nurtures the good ideas hatched at UWA,
facilitating the journey from inspiration to industry, from laboratory research to application.
Addressing Stanford University graduates at a
commencement ceremony in 2005, the visionary
inventor Steve Jobs recalled that getting fired from
Apple, the company he founded, restored in him “the
lightness of being a beginner, an innovator again, less
sure about everything … It freed me to enter one of
the most creative periods of my life …
“Don’t let the noise of others’ opinions drown
out your own inner voice,” advised the late
inventor.
That clarion call to young innovators would have
resonated with UWA’s Nobel Laureate Professor
Barry Marshall, who met a barrage of medical

opposition when he announced research findings that
suggested ulcers could be treated with antibiotics.
Recounting the long road to acceptance by the
Academy of Achievement in Washington, the UWA
researcher recalled: “Everyone was against me, but I
knew I was right … I’m a lot more mature now and I
know that this is how science works. You’ve got to be
pretty thick-skinned and ready to take the blows. In
those days, it used to really cut me to the quick when
people … would get up and criticise my work.”
Dubbed a ‘zealot’ by his detractors, the young
researcher read the history of the zealots and admits:
“You know, I was exactly like that!”
Most innovators agree they are hard-wired to
pursue their goals against all odds. Resilience,
personal drive and the ability to turn early failure
into a learning opportunity are all prerequisites for
innovators, says Dr Andy Sierakowski, Director of
UWA’s Office of Industry and Innovation (OII), who
has seen several UWA innovators achieve their goals.
Established a decade ago, OII is committed to
nurturing clever creators and helping them through
the processes they must negotiate in order to turn a
good idea into products or services.
Dr Sierakowski defines innovation as “the
process of taking ideas and inventions to the market
place,” and his office has charted several notable
Above: UWA’s Baylis Building that houses the School of
Biomedical, Biomolecular and Chemical Sciences
Left: Dr Andy Sierakowski and Mike Fardon who developed
Lectopia for the Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social
Sciences’ Multimedia Centre. Next page: Senior Lecturer
Dr Frank van Kann. (Photo: Rio Tinto)
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successes – from hearing safety technology now
sold internationally, to an early stage nanotechnology
project achieving global recognition.
And there’s much ‘in the pipeline’ including
projects as diverse as a technology for zeroemissions hydrogen production and a biological
method of targeting tumours.
However, the OII’s Director doesn’t view a decade
of success purely in terms of patents, spin-out
companies, licensees and royalties. He believes that
even a project that fails to achieve commercialisation
can be an invaluable learning experience for all involved.
Taking a good idea to the market place is seldom
a speedy process.
In the Winter UNIVIEW we described the personal
journey that took research by biophysicist Professor
Tim St Pierre from the laboratory to ASX-listing. His
research on an invention that measures iron overload
began in 1995. The spin-out company had its first
profitable year in 2009 and today the technology is
helping 11,000 patients worldwide.
“All of it was very new to us,” said the winner of
the Clunies Ross Award, “because at that stage UWA
didn’t have an Office of Industry and Innovation to
take up such things.”
To date the Office of Industry and Innovation
has received more than 300 invention disclosures,
applied for some 90 provisional patents and
commercialised some of these technologies through
a range of licences and assignments to existing or
newly-formed companies.
“We’ve contributed to securing more than $50
million of research funding from research partners
worldwide and have brought in more than $7 million
in commercialisation revenue – so UWA inventors
have benefitted financially from our support and
through the University’s generous revenue-sharing
policy,” says Dr Sierakowski.
However, the OII’s primary aim has much more to
do with technology transfer than with financial gain.
“The University’s primary goal is not to create
money. Our aim is to transfer these technologies to
the private sector so that benefits of research can
flow to the community and to the national economy,”
he explains.
“While researchers tend to focus on achieving
a ‘public good’ while advancing their careers
by publishing their findings, OII lets them know
the options for commercialisation strategies.
It can help researchers to seek commercial
partners, to negotiate contracts, manage ongoing
commercialisation projects with industry partners,
and deal with intellectual property management tools
such as the patents, copyright and trademarks that
protect inventions. Funding can also be sought from
the UWA Pathfinder Fund, ARC Linkage grants and
commercialisation options.”
The UWA Pathfinder Fund supports early-stage
projects with commercial potential. Successful

projects such as Lectopia, iCeutica and the noise
reduction/hearing safety technology that Sensear
developed were all Pathfinder grant recipients.
With its wide industry connections, OII is well
placed to broker partnerships between researchers
and industry, and long term benefits may include
employment opportunities for students.
One of UWA’s most successful collaborative
industry partnerships began in the 1980s when the
Fremantle-based Poseidon Scientific Instruments
began working with the School of Physics to
develop sapphire oscillators. These super accurate
precision instruments used in defence, aviation and
communications are sold mainly to the United States,
with UWA benefitting from royalties.
The ongoing collaboration has seen 20
graduates finding work at PSI and the company
providing work experience and scholarships for PhD
students. The collaboration has won UWA numerous
ARC Linkage grants.

Technology transfer can be a lengthy process
demanding patience and persistence. Certainly
both were needed by Dr Frank van Kann, a Senior
Lecturer in the School of Physics, who began
researching a unique airborne gravity gradiometer for
mineral exploration back in the 1980s.
Based on low temperature, super-conductor
technology, this tool can detect below-ground
changes in the density of geological structure that
can indicate ore bodies.
Funding was an initial problem but finally a
five-year grant for a prototype was secured from the
Energy Research and Development Council.
By the time the research team was demonstrating
its third generation prototype, BP Minerals had
become involved, but company takeovers and
mergers complicated funding.
In 2000, support from a Canadian company
allowed the project to resume, but a 2004
application for an ARC Linkage grant (with Canadian
support) failed.
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“We were very despondent,” Dr van Kann recalls.
“Then Rio Tinto, which had maintained an interest in
the project since the late 1980s, came back into the
picture.”
At that time, OII took great satisfaction in
announcing that Rio Tinto wanted the final design
and construction work to be done in the Physics
workshop and if the instrument performs as
designed, a commercial licence-related agreement
would return considerable royalties to the University.
Dr van Kann no doubt felt a sense of vindication
when the Duke of Edinburgh expressed an interest
in learning about the exploration tool when he visited
UWA during CHOGM last year. (See High-flying
science).
Serendipity also plays a role in innovation
success stories, says Dr Sierakowski.
When the UWA Albany Centre was established,
the Faculty of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences’
Multimedia Centre was asked to produce an
iLecture System to capture and process on-campus
lectures for the Albany students.
By 2006 the centre’s Lectopia system was
so successful it was being used by 10,000 UWA
students and a year later US-based company
Anystream acquired the system that offered
unique flexibility in recording, presentation and
management of lectures online. The US company
formed Echo360 Inc.
“Lectopia exemplifies the model of an institutionbacked project maturing into a technology primed
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for broad adoption by the education community,”
says Dr Sierakowski. “UWA is proud of Lectopia’s
success and to know that the technology now
operates in over 400 educational institutions
worldwide.”
Also stirring international interest are projects
as diverse as a nanotechnology project for
drug delivery that has been picked up by a US
pharmaceutical company and a sandalwood oil
project that involves the cloning and characterising
of one of the genes in the valuable tree.
The nano-particle reformulations of pain killers
and anti-inflammatory drugs that spin-out iCeutica
developed is now entering Phase III clinical trials
in the United States. In 2004, OII was instrumental
in securing Pathfinder funding and licensing of the
patented technology developed by the spin-out
company. In April last year, it was acquired by its US
partner, Iroko Pharmaceuticals.
OII has recently established two new companies.
The clean energy spin-out company, HAZER
Pty Ltd (Hydrogen and Zero Emission Research),
was commercialised on the back of technology for
zero-emission hydrogen production. The technology
also generates nano-graphitic carbon for use in
lithium-ion batteries and electrochemical processes
in areas such as lubrication.
The second company, MiReven Pty Ltd, grew
out of Professor Peter Leedman’s development
Above: Illustration of the VK1 (Graphic courtesy of Rio Tinto)

of a biological method for blocking some of the
pathways involved in cancer. The technology targets
an essential growth receptor for a range of tumours.
“Although we’re at a relatively early stage, we
hope to validate the very promising effects of this
technology with extensive pre-clinical testing,” says
Professor Leedman, Deputy Director of the WA
Institute for Medical Research.
Professor Robyn Owens, Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Research) says UWA is a major source of research
and development activity, accounting for almost 70
per cent of university-based research in the State.
“Underpinning the University’s reputation is an
emphasis on world-class research that extends
from students and staff through to international
collaborations. In line with the high standards
of Australia’s Group of Eight universities, UWA’s

outstanding research culture has positioned it as
one of Australia’s leading universities.”
The University receives more than $170 million
of external research income every year and has
more than 300 higher degree-by-research students
completing their degrees, mostly PhDs.
“Innovation underpins all our research activity,”
says Dr Sierakowski, “and transferring technology
from the University into the global marketplace is the
mechanism by which we seek to make a difference.”

>> C ontact
Dr Andy Sierakowski
Director, Office of Industry and Innovation
Phone: +61 8 6488 7048
Email: afs@admin.uwa.edu.au
Website: oii.uwa.edu.au

High-flying science
When talking about Rio Tinto’s innovation initiative in 2010, John McGagh, Head
of Innovation, referred to “the fantastic science” behind a breakthrough device,
VK1, a joint endeavour between the mining giant and UWA.
Stationed behind the pilot in a light aircraft, this
advanced piece of exploration technology measures
changes in the Earth’s gravity field. It is named for its
visionary inventor, Dr Frank van Kann, who in 1979
conceived the idea of developing an instrument that
would measure gravity and detect minerals by flying
at low altitudes.
“Frank is the inventor and brains behind this
technology,” says Mr McGagh who met the UWA
researcher more than 30 years ago when he built
his first gradiometer and had plans for an even
better device. The researcher has a PhD from UWA
and had done postdoctorate research at Stanford
University.
“Frank has lived with the VK1 dream for 31
years. Rio Tinto became co-travellers in this
technology some 21 years ago,” says Mr McGagh.
“Many things have happened in the intervening
period: material sciences got better, cryogenic
systems have improved, high precision micro
manufacturing processes have improved and
the power of computing systems has increased
beyond all recognition. Now is the time for the VK1
instrument and I am pleased to announce we are
nearing the end of the beginning of what has been
a 31-year journey.”
The Head of Innovation announced a fully
configured cryogenically cooled operational VK1 took
to the air in August 2010 to gather data. He said Rio
Tinto was now firmly on the path to achieve further
advances in the technology.

Alan Robson, Dr Frank van Kann, Tom Albanese (CEO Rio Tinto),
Duke, Michael Chaney, Geoff Wells (VK1 Project Manager)

When he visited UWA during CHOGM, the Duke
of Edinburgh, Prince Philip, inspected the progress
of the advanced aerial mining exploration technology
that, with further modification, will be tested this year.
In the basement of the physics buildings, the
Duke saw the VK1 instrument in action and showed
a keen interest, questioning both the developers from
Rio Tinto and UWA.
Targeted to operate at an accuracy and sensitivity
that outperforms existing technologies, VK1
reflects UWA expertise in developing advances in
technologies that are leading the world.
Uniview The University of Western Australia |
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Volunteering
across the world
UWA graduate Hannah Jensen’s
volunteering has introduced her to
the challenges of child welfare work in
Papua New Guinea, the health problems
of one of Africa’s biggest slums and the
tensions of daily living in the West Bank
city of Nablus.
Clinical psychologist Hannah Jensen has held
some testing jobs since graduating. After initially
working with juvenile offenders in the Department
of Corrective Services’ Youth Justice Service, she
volunteered for child protection work in Papua New
Guinea as part of the Australian Youth Ambassador
for Development program. The program run by
AusAID places skilled young Australian volunteers on
short-term assignments in developing countries.
Based in the Eastern Highlands town of Goroka
for a year, Ms Jensen encountered many challenges in
implementing PNG’s newly-gazetted Child Protection
Act. She was located in an area with a high incidence
of neglect and abuse, where she says girls could be
traded for AK47s amid tribal clashes and where there
was little help for children at risk.
“The status of women is not good in PNG,
especially in the highlands. Having said that, I met
some really inspirational women who, despite the
odds, are totally focussed on advancing women’s
and children’s rights,” says Hannah. “These women
are really proactive and strong, and the child
protection area is very much driven by them, along
32
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with churches that offer huge support and some
wonderful NGOs doing grassroots work.
“As a placement it was rewarding and frustrating
– frustrating because things that were promised and
allocated money often never materialised. When the
Act was passed, there were no facilities for dealing
with child protection within the provincial government
where I worked.
“However, with the help of UNICEF and Save the
Children, we were finally able to get a full-time child
protection worker, so I left with the sense that some
things had been achieved.”
The UWA graduate’s next stint of volunteering
came with a different set of challenges: she applied
to work with Médecins Sans Frontières in the
Palestinian West Bank city of Nablus, one of the
hardest hit during the second Intifada that erupted
in 2000 when Israeli tanks and Palestinian fighters
clashed in street battles.

Above: Mathare, one of the world biggest slums, where MSF
runs the clinic where UWA graduate Hannah Jensen (seen here
during an MSF youth fun day) volunteers

“I worked in the mental health area that offered
short term psychotherapy for men, women and
children affected by both conflicts,” explains Ms
Jensen. “When Médecins Sans Frontières comes to
an area like this, it holds information sessions in the
surrounding villages to let people know about the
psycho-medical care and social help being offered.
Then patients arrive at our clinics or are referred by
smaller organisations.
“Sometimes I would be treating people still
carrying psychological scars from the first Intifada.
Many had seen children or family killed and houses
destroyed. Some had been tortured in jails. Others
suffered from the neighbouring settlers’ harassment.
“For children, living in a city like this can be really
scary. Nablus is under the control of the Palestinian
Authority police from 6am to midnight and the
Israeli Army between midnight and 6am, so it’s a
confusing situation.
“Médecins Sans Frontières is always strict about
its neutrality because a city like Nablus is such a
political hot spot and draws so much media attention.
We are an independent organisation, working in
the Palestinian Territories because that is where
we see the need. It is so important that Médecins
Sans Frontières is acknowledged as neutral and
independent in such a complex context.”
Ms Jensen spent eight months in the West
Bank and then returned home before taking up her

current placement with Médecins Sans Frontières
in the slums of Mathare that zigzag through some of
Kenya’s richest residential areas, a few miles north
of the capital, Nairobi.
Mathare runs for several kilometres and its
one-room tin shacks are home to half a million people.
AIDS, TB and malaria are problems along with gang
and tribal violence, substance abuse and prostitution.
“I am supervising the capacity-building of local
counsellors in the sexual and gender-based violence
clinic and the HIV and TB clinics,” says Ms Jansen.
“We get a lot of good information from Médecins
Sans Frontières before taking up a placement, so
we feel prepared for the challenges. We also get
accommodation and a daily allowance to cover food
and personal needs, but the emphasis with Médecins
Sans Frontières is on volunteering for the community
being served and I like that.
“This is something I really care about and my
work over the past few years has confirmed that
passion. I think for the foreseeable future I’ll be
working in a cross-cultural area.
“However, volunteering in this way makes for an
unstable life and emotionally it can be really draining,
not just because of the nature of the work but also
the moving, making new friends and being away
from family.
“However, when I do settle, I want to continue to
work in an area like this, possibly with refugees.”
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Midsummer

Shakespeare

In March the Graduate Dramatic Society (GRADS) marks the 60th anniversary of a
Sunken Garden production of Love’s Labour’s Lost during the summer of 1952.
At that time, Katharine Brisbane, the fledgling theatre
group’s wardrobe mistress, was asked to take over
the floundering student production. She remembers
seizing the opportunity to direct the comedy that
mocks the pretensions of education.
“I must have been on the committee,” recalls
the doyenne of theatre, “and the lot fell to me to
pick up the pieces. I had done some small campus
productions by then, but this was my first grand
opportunity. We had a lot of fun and I thought it a
fabulous production.”
Katharine Brisbane went on to become a wellrespected theatre critic and to found Currency Press,
Australia’s first specialist play publishers, along with
her husband (and fellow graduate), the late Philip
Parsons.
The founders of Currency Press are among many
notable GRADS members, including poet/playwright
34
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Dorothy Hewett, and eminent historians Les Marchant
and Geoffrey Bolton to name but a few.
Next month GRADS marks its 60th anniversary
by restaging Love’s Labour’s Lost in the New Fortune
Theatre.
“I’m looking forward enormously to working again
on the play and in the New Fortune,” says director
Grant Malcolm, whose off-stage role is Manager of
the University Website Office. He also directed the
40th anniversary production of the play.
“I’m excited about working with the more senior
members of my cast, including former staff member
Collin O’Brien and David Goodall, now well into his
90s. They join an impressive cast of young GRADS
Above: One of the New Fortune’s peacocks gets in on the act
during the La Trobe Theatre and Drama School performance
at a recent UWA symposium. Next page: The 40th Anniversary
production of Love’s Labour’s Lost by GRADS

members who perform the eight young lovers at the
core of this play.”
GRADS, an offspring of the University Dramatic
Society, has a proud tradition of producing innovative
theatre at UWA and its summer seasons of
Shakespeare are a valuable and affordable resource
for schools.
Says President Pat Stroud: “We’re pretty happy
about our achievements and would love members
past and present to help us celebrate our anniversary
on 29 February. The party will be in the Sunken
Garden from 6pm.”
Pat invites you to send your name (including
maiden name), postal address and contact details
so an invitation can be sent to you. It would also be
appreciated if you could provide information about
the shows you worked on, the people you worked
with, and photocopies of any archival material – or
originals if you wish to donate them to the Reid
Library’s Archive.
Send the information to GRADS President, PO
Box 3023, Broadway, Nedland, WA 6009 or email
pastroud@iinet.net.au direct.
You can visit the GRADS website for bookings
and to catch up with recent exploits at: www.grads.
org.au/ or by telephone on 0438 699 623.
Performances of Love’s Labour’s Lost, GRADS’
18th consecutive Shakespeare in the New Fortune
Theatre, begin on 9 March.
The New Fortune (located in the Arts building)
was centre stage during a recent international
symposium (organised by the ARC Centre of
Excellence for the History of Emotions) at UWA.
The theatre’s potential for performance, research,
teaching and educational and community outreach
was discussed by international theatre historians.
Convenor, Winthrop Professor of English Bob
White, believes the event was “an historical occasion
and cultural turning point” for the theatre.
“We gathered these experts to help us realise
a dynamic future for the theatre at a time of
unprecedented international interest in early theatres,
partly stimulated by the rebuilding to Shakespeare’s
Globe in London,” says Professor White.
No one was surprised when, right on cue, one of
the New Fortune’s precocious peacocks did its best
to upstage the actors during a La Trobe Theatre and
Drama School performance at the symposium.
The New Fortune opened in 1964 midst a flurry
of telegrams from theatrical luminaries such as Sir
Lawrence Olivier and Sir Tyrone Guthrie.
The design of the Elizabethan playhouse radically
affects the shape and style of a production. Whereas
the proscenium arch theatre with its ‘picture
frame’ stage plays up the importance of a set, the
playhouse, surrounded by tiers of galleries, allows
the actors to become the focus of attention. It also
demands that the audience conjure the poetic
images that so enrich Shakespeare.

Former Senior Lecturer, Shakespeare expert and
graduate Collin O’Brien, who has been involved in
many a New Fortune production, believes the open
stage allows the audience to become involved in the
creative process.
“The poetry is not just an add-on in Shakespeare,
it’s the most vital element,” says the graduate.
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A lasting legacy
Henry and Joy Schapper made significant contributions to Western Australia, and to UWA.
Henry Schapper was a character few will forget.
The UWA graduate and founder of the discipline
of agricultural economics at UWA was known for
being provocative: an article he delivered to a 1990
Woolshed Forum was entitled “Get Big or Get Out –
Think Differently to Stay In”.
Such tactics were all part of Dr Schapper’s
determination to get farmers to think and act
more managerially and creatively – and in this
regard his legacy, following his death in 2010, was
acknowledged Australia-wide.
Bridgetown farmer Jim Frith, a former student,
remembered a “bright, questioning, challenging
manner” that appealed to students. They relished
the lecturer’s provocative statements and his tireless
encouragement to think critically about issues.
Dr Kathleen Chindarsi, an Honorary Fellow in UWA’s
School of Mathematics and Statistics, recalls that her
father’s sometimes acerbic tongue led to a newspaper
characterisation of him as “WA’s leading gadfly”.
Having completed his PhD at UWA, Dr Schapper
went on to establish agricultural economics at UWA
in 1958 and he made it his mission to popularise the
discipline to farmers Australia-wide.
To that end Dr Schapper delivered lively lectures,
gave short courses in farm management, wrote
journal and newspaper articles, and gave ABC
36
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Country broadcasts – all designed to make farmers
aware of the importance of managing their financial
affairs as well as their farming practices.
Dr Schapper’s contribution to Australian
agriculture was widely acknowledged, with UWA
establishing the Henry Schapper Fellowship in 1998.
He became a Distinguished Fellow of the Australian
Agriculture and Resource Economics Society and,
in 2006, was inducted into the Royal Agricultural
Society’s Hall of Fame.
Those who admired Dr Schapper were not
surprised when, following his retirement from UWA
in 1983, he continued his mission as an Honorary
Research Fellow, giving guest lectures, mentoring
graduate students, publishing in areas such as
ecological sustainability and speaking at farm forums.
His extensive research on living conditions in
Indigenous communities was assisted by his wife
Joy, a clinical psychologist with the Child Welfare
Department. Mrs Schapper completed a Diploma in
Clinical Psychology at UWA and went on to become
Chief Clinical Psychologist in the Child Welfare
Department. She was also Director of the Community
Services Training Centre.
Above: The late Henry and Joy Schapper at the Great Wall
of China

Following her retirement, Joy Schapper was active
in the Western Institute of Self Help (WISH) and she
shared her husband’s concern for the well-being of
Aboriginal Australians.
Dr Schapper worked tirelessly on conservation
issues alongside Dame Rachel Cleland. With other
activists, he helped prevent the logging of the Nunn
Block near Bridgetown, the small South-West
community where he lived following the death of his
wife in 2005.
When this distinguished researcher and graduate
died in 2010, he left a bequest for two scholarships:
one in his name, and one honouring the memory of
his wife.
Speaking of Joy on the occasion of his 90th
birthday in 2008, Dr Schapper recalled his wedding in
1945. “For me, that was a piece of unbelievable good
luck. It was the best event of my life,” he said.
The Henry Schapper Postgraduate Scholarship
in Natural and Agricultural Sciences will benefit
students with an interest in economic and ecological
sustainability, an issue close to his heart.
The Joy Schapper Postgraduate Scholarship in
Clinical Psychology will go to students with an interest
in community service orientation, the field that so
engaged Mrs Schapper.
For Kathleen, Paul and Derek Schapper,
the legacy of living with Henry and Joy Schapper
is abiding.

For students who win these scholarships, the
benefits will be life-long.
An obituary for Dr Schapper noted that he was
highly esteemed by his many past students and
many farmers he stimulated to think critically –
and for whom he exposed “legends, fallacies and
examples of poor thinking on policy matters”.
Ian Moncrief, a former student who went on to
become a Senior Lecturer in farm management at
Curtin University, said, “Henry Paul Schapper has
been the very embodiment of the role a university
should play in its society.”
The first Schapper scholarships will be awarded
in 2013.
UWA has benefitted from an enduring tradition
of giving.
Says Anne Liddle, Manager of Planned Giving
in the Development and Alumni Relations office:
“This University was created from a bequest from
Sir John Winthrop Hackett. We are most grateful
for the foresight and generosity of those individuals
who follow in his footsteps, as they are invaluable
supporters.”

>> C ontact
Anne Liddle
Development and Alumni Relations
Phone: +61 8 6488 8537
Email: anne.liddle@uwa.edu.au
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An evidence-based guide
to crime and sentencing
By The Hon. Christine Wheeler QC
Convocation member and former judge of the Supreme Court of Western Australia
•

When ordinary people, including victims of crime,
are given all the facts of an offence (as opposed
to a brief media report) they generally think the
sentence imposed by the court is either about
right, or a bit harsh. That is, current sentencing
is far from “soft”.

Reporting crime

At the First Ordinary Meeting of Convocation in
2011, Professor Indermaur spoke to Convocation.
The discussion which followed prompted me
to summarise some facts about crime and its
punishment which are not generally known but
which are important for a constructive public
debate about these issues.

The facts
•

•
•
•
•
•
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Most people think the crime rate is higher than it is,
especially for violent offences, and overestimate the
likelihood of becoming victims themselves;
Crime is believed to be increasing, when it is on the
whole decreasing;
Rates of imprisonment in WA are very high, by
world and Australian standards, and going up;
Imprisonment costs the community a lot of money;
Imprisonment generally does not prevent crime,
and may tend to increase it;
There are effective ways to prevent crime, and
to treat many criminals, and people generally
would like to see more expenditure in these
directions; and
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Crime is newsworthy. However, there has been a
significant expansion in news media in recent years,
so there is a lot more news space to fill. At the same
time, Perth’s population has increased substantially.
Even if the crime rate decreases, those two factors
will lead us to see many more reports of crime than
in the past.
For some offences, changes in definitions, in
reporting, and in prosecution practices, can also
lead to an impression of more crime. An example
concerns sex offences against children. Because
there is more recognition of the problem and more
support today for victims of such offences, some
offences that occurred, and should have been
prosecuted, decades ago, are prosecuted today.
Legislative and procedural changes mean that where
an offender against a child might once have been
charged with one or two ‘representative’ charges
of indecent dealing, the same conduct today would
result in a very long list of charges of the more
serious offence of sexual penetration.

Perceptions and reality
A 2004 study found that in relation to many offences,
a majority of people in WA believed that many
offences were becoming more common, when in fact
they were either less common or about the same.
Studies elsewhere consistently find similar results.
However, crime rates have apparently been
decreasing in Australia for years. ABS figures show
rates for reported robberies, unlawful entries, and
motor vehicle theft all declining. The Australian
Institute of Criminology shows a more mixed picture,
with rates of some offences against the person down
and others up. For those which are up – particularly
sexual assaults – it is not easy to say whether this
is due to a greater number of offences, or greater
willingness of victims to report them.
Regardless of trends, there are also, generally,
incorrect perceptions concerning the amount of
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crime (especially violent crime) being committed.
Many believe that over 50 per cent of crime
recorded by police involves violence, when it is
about seven per cent. Most people significantly
overestimate their risk of victimisation. Women and
the elderly, who are less at risk than others, are
especially likely to do so. Wrong perceptions of
the risk of becoming a crime victim are needlessly
affecting many people’s quality of life.

Imprisonment rates and costs
The Report on Government Services shows
rates of imprisonment in WA rising significantly in
recent years, from a high base. In 2009-10, WA’s
imprisonment rate, at just over 274 people per
100,000, was significantly higher than that of NSW
(186) or Queensland (163), and more than 250
per cent of Victoria’s (105). There is no sensible
explanation for the huge variation.
WA’s net operating and capital expenditure per
prisoner per day is less than that of most other
states, but our cost of imprisonment still approaches
$100,000 per prisoner per year. In broad terms, for
every extra year an offender is imprisoned, there is
one less teacher or nurse or police officer the state
is able to employ.

What is imprisonment for?
Imprisonment is believed to do three things:
keep criminals off the streets; deter people from
committing crime; and serve the moral purpose of
punishing wrongdoers.
In relation to punishment, sympathy for victims
and outrage at heinous crime are legitimate
responses and have a place in any justice system.
However, the economic reality is that excessive
imprisonment today will divert resources from
crime prevention. Most offenders are more than
adequately punished in our system; research
projects show that, given full information, people
think most existing sentences are about right, with
a sizeable minority often seeing them as too harsh.
There is lack of consensus, though, about whether
behaviour (e.g. seriously bad driving) or outcome
(e.g. minor speeding, but with someone killed) is
most deserving of punishment.
So far as deterrence is concerned, the possibility
of imprisonment deters people who have something
to lose and who think about consequences. Most
offenders do not think about consequences at all. In
a striking illustration of this, Professor Neil Morgan of
this university found that after the introduction of the
‘three strikes’ burglary legislation in 1996 and the
attendant publicity, the burglary rate in WA went up.
A consistent finding of deterrence research is
that imprisonment can result in a higher rate of
reoffending, due to things like exposure to more
serious offenders, and loss of relationships and jobs.
This may help explain why WA, with its high rate of

imprisonment, has a higher rate of recidivism within
two years than low-imprisonment Victoria.
Imprisonment does, by definition, keep criminals
off the streets. It also keeps off the streets some who
were never likely to reoffend anyway, and makes
some of those imprisoned more likely to reoffend
when they are eventually released.

What does prevent crime?
There are many strategies which can prevent or
reduce crime, focusing on the environmental factors
conducive to crime or the personal factors that
contribute to a person acting in a criminal way, or
both. In the very long term, a focus on the emotional
and intellectual development of small children is a
way to improve the whole community, and not just by
reducing crime. But for quicker results, there are still
many things that can be done.
‘Target hardening’ can often reduce crime,
not simply displace it. For example, WA’s
‘Burglar Beware’ program has been effective
in reducing crime in burglary hotspots with a
strategy that included home security analysis,
community awareness, offender diversion, and
school attendance.
Offender treatment may often be very effective.
For example, in the US, a RAND report suggests
that US $1 million spent on treatment for drug
users reduces cocaine consumption about eight
times more than the same amount spent on ‘tough’
prison sentences.
For those who worry particularly about violent
crime, the major issues are mental illness and
alcohol. Very many violent offenders are suffering
from mental illness, and presentence reports
demonstrate repeatedly that there are not enough
treatment options for them, or support options for
their families and carers.
So far as alcohol is concerned, it is the drug
most often involved in the offences of most concern
to the community; violent offending, often random,
including killings, and sexual offences. Even modest
reforms directed at consumption would have swift
and significant benefits. Recent minor limitation of the
hours of service of alcohol in Newcastle in NSW, for
example, led to a significant decrease in assaults in
that city.

For more information
Offence trends: abs.gov.au;
law.uwa.edu.au/research/crc
General information about crime and sentencing:
aic.gov.au; bocsar.nsw.gov.au;
sentencingcouncil.vic.gov.au
How much it costs: pc.gov.au/gsp/rogs
Online sentencing remarks:
supremecourt.wa.gov.au
Professor Indermaur:
lectopia.uwa.edu.au/lectopia/lectopia.lasso?ut=3011#
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From the Warden
centenary in 2013. As a result of its review of the Act,
a number of amendments will be proposed to the
University for its consideration – amendments which,
we believe, will result in more effective governance
arrangements.
In the last edition of Uniview, and in other
fora, I have written or talked about the clear need
to consider electronic rather than paper voting
(as well as the system of voting) as a means by
which to elect the Warden and Deputy Warden of
Convocation, and four Convocation members to the
Senate. Voter turnout also needs to be increased
(this is a matter which also preoccupied Professor
Alexander 50 years ago when he completed his
history of UWA). We have formed a subcommittee of
Council to examine electronic voting and associated
issues. We have an international panel of voting
experts advising us, and the possible support of the
Australian Electoral Commission.

A new website – and new forms
of interaction with graduates

40

Convocation – the UWA graduates association – was
a hundred years old last year (at least in statutory
terms). And in an informal sense it’s even older – it
predates the University. As Professor Fred Alexander
tells it in his history of UWA, ‘Campus at Crawley’ (a
book made possible by support both of the Senate
and Convocation), from 1906 graduates of other
universities ‘became something of a pacemaker
in the movement for a [WA] university,’ and many
of these graduates became founding members of
Convocation in 1911.
We have been considering our ‘gift’ to the
University to mark its 2013 centenary. We’ve also
been considering and undertaking a range of projects
to support our graduate members and their ambitions
and I outline some of these projects below.

With the support of, and in collaboration with, the
University (through the Office of Public Affairs),
Convocation is undertaking a marketing and
‘brand’ review, in part to ensure that we continue to
effectively represent the interests and concerns of our
graduate members.
As part of that marketing and brand initiative, we
will be building a new website and intranet. The initial
part of the project will involve working in a number
of test environments in preparation for migration of
our existing website to the University’s new ‘Matrix’
application from mid-2012.
As with our other projects and initiatives, this
initiative will be developed in conjunction with a
number of key University departments. It’s an
exciting project with the potential to change the way
we interact with and support our members and the
wider University community – and how we work with
the University.

More effective governance
arrangements

Identification with faculties
and disciplines

As you may know, any amendments to University
statutes must come before Convocation for its
approval. Matters which we have considered in the
past few years include admission to courses of the
University; method of election of staff to the University
Senate; and the granting and conferring of degrees.
The Council has just now reviewed The University
of Western Australia Act and is in the process of
reviewing all University statutes, with the aim of
completing the entire review by the University’s

This year I met with a number of graduate bodies
including Graduate Women (WA) and representatives
from UWA faculty and discipline-based graduate
associations. Convocation instigated the meeting to
discuss matters of common interest between it and
UWA’s graduate bodies; the ways in which we could
work together; and the ways in which we keep in
touch with graduates.
In attending discipline and school-based reunions
this year – those of Law, for example, Engineering,
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and the Graduate Management Association – I
realised again that, often, graduates identify most
directly with schools or faculties. That’s part of the
reason why we – as the association of all graduates
– reach out to schools and faculties to offer
support and assistance and to identify collaborative
opportunities.

Convocation a hundred years ago – go to our
support of the University, and the strengthening of its
links with graduates and the community.
I’m very excited to be the Warden of Convocation
at this time, and to be able to lead a Council the
members of which have really quite extraordinary
skills and backgrounds.

Supporting graduates and the
University

If you would like to talk to me about Convocationrelated matters and how Convocation can assist
you as a UWA graduate, please contact me through
the Convocation office (+61 8 6488 1336) or at
convocation@uwa.edu.au

All of these projects I’d like to think are ones which
the graduates of the University in the early part of
last century – as described in Professor Alexander’s
history – would have approved of (although electronic
voting might have needed a bit of explaining to
them). These projects – as other projects did for

Best wishes
David Hodgkinson
Warden of Convocation

Convocation, the UWA Graduates Association
invites all graduates and other members of Convocation to attend its

First Ordinary Meeting
to be held on Friday, 16 March 2012 at 6.30pm for a 7.00pm start
in the Lawrence Wilson Art Gallery, The University of Western Australia
The results of the 2012 Convocation elections will be announced at the meeting.
Guest Speaker: Winthrop Professor Paul Flatau, Director of UWA’s Centre for Social Impact
Winthrop Professor Paul Flatau commenced as the Chair in Social Investment
and Impact and Director of the Centre for Social Impact (CSI) at the UWA
Business School in December 2010. The UWA CSI is part of a national
initiative which aims to create beneficial social impact in Australia through
teaching, research, and the promotion of public debate. The Centre brings
together the business, government, philanthropic and third (not-for-profit)
sectors, in a collaborative effort to build community capacity and generate
social innovation. Paul has over 60 publications in the fields of labour
economics, the history of economic thought, and the economics of social
policy and has an excellent national competitive research grant and industry/
government grant track record.
Abstract
In recent years, we have witnessed a significant change in the number and form in which social and
community initiatives and programs have been financed and delivered. Whereas previously the social arena
was dominated by government financed and delivered programs with support from the not-for-profit sector,
now we see a much greater role for the corporate sector in their community investment programs and in
terms of different forms of impact investing. At the same time there is now much greater emphasis on the
role of measurement of the effectiveness and impact of social programs and initiatives. This talk will explore
these various themes and trends.
RSVP on +61 8 6488 3006 or via convocation@uwa.edu.au
Refreshments will follow the meeting.
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Keep in touch!
“Grad Briefs – they’re the first thing I read,” writes one graduate. “They often remind me of former classmates and
colleagues and have enabled me to repair and resume long-lost friendships,” writes poet, author and graduate
William Grono. That’s what Grad Briefs networking is all about, so let us know where you are, what you’re doing
and put us in the picture: hard copy (which we’ll return on request), digital image (tif or jpeg file at 300 dpi). Email
to terry.larder@uwa.edu.au or post to Terry Larder, The University of Western Australia, M474, 35 Stirling Highway,
Crawley, WA 6009. We’d love to hear from you.
Mary Kirrane (BA 1979) is a
retired teacher and moved into
chaplaincy for a further eight
years. Mary writes that she is
enjoying this stage of her life and
likes to keep up-to-date with her
University by receiving regular
Uniview magazines. Mary lives in
Swords, Dublin.

1950s
John Hill (BE 1957), Rod Chadbourne (BEd 1962; BA 1966), Jim
Gray (BE 1962), Vic Richards (BA 1971), Rod Eagleton (BA 1972),
and Tim Threlfall (BSc (Hons) 1978, MBBS 1985, MPH 1994, PhD
2000) are members of the Perth based Men in Harmony chorus,
pictured below at the recent Pan-Pacific Barbershop Singing
Competition in Brisbane. All of the members enjoy the camaraderie
and the pleasure of a cappella singing under the leadership of their
Music Director, Bec Mutton. Men in Harmony will be giving free
singing lessons over a six-week period starting on 16 February 2012.
They perform a wide range of popular songs and encourage any men
interested to come and try it. For contacts and other details go to the
website: meninharmony.com.au

Yvonne de Pierres (BA(Hons)
1950) started working for
the Immigration Department
in Melbourne and then the
Department of the Navy in
Sydney, Perth and Melbourne.
In 1952, she did a Library Studies
course in Melbourne and was
employed at the Commonwealth
Grants Commission. In 1953, she
went to Europe and in France
met her father’s relatives with
whom she has kept in contact
throughout her life and visited
again several times. On her return
to Australia, Yvonne married a
New Zealander and went to live in
Auckland. They had four children,
all of whom became tertiary
graduates. She commenced
teaching French at Carmel
College in Auckland in 1968 and
gained a Diploma in Second
Language Teaching from Massey
University in 1984. Yvonne
writes that she considers herself
privileged to have attended UWA
and she thinks of those years with
fondness and gratitude.
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speculation is futile on the size of
the universe and the form of the
nature of energy and anything
else about energy before it
enters the universe. Two copies
of his book are in the University
libraries if you wish to read
further on his theory.

1970s
Anthony Ruse (BCom 1970)
writes that he and his wife are
both passionately involved
in running their cool climate
vineyard. The property is located
on Scotsdale Road, Denmark,
WA. They are producing wine
under the label, Silverstream
Wines and varieties include
chardonnay, merlot and cabernet
franc rose. Former classmates
can contact Tony at alruse@
optusnet.com.au or visit the
website: silverstreamwines.com

Charles (Chuck) Godfrey
(PhD 1973) completed his PhD
in Agricultural Biochemistry in
1972 under Dr Michael Dilworth.
After teaching two years at
Muresk Agricultural College,
he returned with his Dutch wife
and children to the Netherlands,
where he managed information
services and systems at
the Royal Tropical Institute
and Agricultural University
Wageningen. From 1981–1985,
he worked internationally as a
Deputy Director of Information
Sciences for IDRC in Ottawa
and worked from 1985
until his retirement as an IT
Manager for ABN Amro Bank
in Amsterdam where he lives.
He and his wife enjoy travelling,
cooking, photography,
classical music, DNA family
tree studies and working in
their orchard in Hungary. He
has made extended visits to
Western Australia in 2002 and
2006, visiting his son who is
a gymnastics and tumbling
trainer in Perth. He writes that
he enjoys reading Uniview and
misses all his good friends and
the atmosphere of WA. Former
classmates can contact him at
chuck.godfrey@upcmail.nl

Bernard Bowen (BSc 1952) was
inducted into the WA Science
Hall of Fame in December 2011
for his significant contribution
to fisheries research, marine
resource management,
environmental protection and
radio astronomy in the State.

John Cannings (BA 1975)
teaches Geography at the Inter
Community School in Zurich
and has recently co-authored a
book entitled Illustrated CAS for
the International Baccalaureate
Organisation. He has worked in
teacher development in the area
of service learning with the IB and
is currently on Duke University’s
International Board of Service
Learning Educators. John writes
that he played for UWA’s Rugby
Club with more enthusiasm
than talent for more than 20
years and feels that it played
an important role in his time on
the campus. Some recognition
should be made of the rugby club
as the 2011 team won their first
premiership in 39 years.

John Harler (BE 1952) is retired
and has written a small book
called A History before Time. He
explores the theory that energy
does not exist naturally in our
universe but invades the universe.
The only limit on the size of the
universe is when the source of
energy is exhausted. As this
source is outside the universe,

Eleanor (Ellie) Hutcheon
(BA 1977) is working as a
Developmental Psychologist on a
child health team in the western
suburbs of Melbourne. She writes
that she enjoys the work and
gets to meet and collaborate with
parents of children from a range
of ethnic backgrounds “and they
pay me, how lucky am I”.
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Ken Williams (BPsych 1971;
BCom 1988) has recently
retired from the position of
Moderator of the Uniting Church
in Western Australia.

Milton Bolzendahl (MBA
1977) describes himself as
a no-nonsense Christian, a
consummate reader and lover
of art, a dedicated sailor, lover
of nature and a scholar who
admits to ‘know less as I grow
older’. He has been employed
as a banker, Federal bank
examiner, practicing CPA,
lecturer and professor. Since
his retirement, he has devoted
his efforts to writing and has
written several books, primarily
non-fiction and several technical
articles for magazines. He
spends half the year in Austria,
where he finds the necessary
solitude to think, read and pen
his manuscripts favouring panGerman cultures. He resides
the other half of the year in rural
Missouri. Milton is married and
is pictured here with his wife at
the recent Viennese ball.

1980s
Alan Green (BSc 1980) writes
that he has been unemployed for
a considerable length of time but
leads an active life participating in
social, sporting and recreational
activities. He also pursues other
interests and carries out domestic
duties as part of his daily routine.
Susan Millar (née Raybould) (BA
1982) is retired from teaching
and writes that she has just
completed a trip of a lifetime on
the Trans Siberian railway with
fellow graduate, Ellen Morrisey
(BA 1980; MEd 1999).
Jennifer Cole (BA 1989; DipEd
1990) writes that after 20 years

grad briefs
in education, including 12 as a
School Principal, she has set up
her own consultancy company.
She sought accreditation as a
coach and now has the privilege
of coaching a range of executives
across Australia and facilitates
workshops. Former classmates
can contact her at jenny@
beamconsulting.com.au

1990s

Michelle Hovane (BA 1991)
is involved in making sensory
theatre for children with
complex disabilities and started
up a group called Sensorium.
Michelle writes that together
with her husband (who is also
a member of Sensorium) they
are about to travel to the UK,
where they will be training world
leaders in this field for two
months. They have two young
boys. Former classmates can
contact her at michellehovane@
gmail.com
Harbhajan Singh Kehal
(PhD 1984) started teaching
at Hawkesbury Agricultural
College, which later became
part of the University of Western
Sydney. He has published two
books on foreign investment,
published by MacMillan UK and
two books on digital economy
and outsourcing by Idea Group
Publishers, USA. Harbhajan
is now retired and lives an
active life in Sydney. He is the
proud grandfather of eight
grandchildren, who perhaps
one day will study at UWA as
did his son, Harjinder Singh
Kehal (BSc(Hons) 1985) and
his daughter, Parminder Kaur
Kehal (BSc 1986). Former
classmates can contact Dr
Kehal at hs.kehal@bigpond.com

Christopher Sauer (PhD 1993)
has been senior tutor of Green
Templeton College, Oxford
University’s newest college for
the past two years. He is also
joint Editor-in-Chief of the Journal
of Information Technology since
1999. Former classmates can
contact him at chris.sauer@gtc.
ux.ac.uk
John Federoff (MBA 1994) writes
that AsiaRep commenced as a
UWA MBA International Marketing
Unit project under the tutorship of
Professor Roger Smith in 1993.
Upon graduating, another MBA
member and John established
PT AsiaRep in Indonesia in
April 1994. Today, PT AsiaRep,
a heavy duty auto-electrical
company, services the SE Asian

mining industry. The company
employs more than 250 people
in Indonesia and through its
Singapore company, AsiaRep
Resource Management, conducts
business in Laos, Philippines,
Mongolia, Malaysia, PNG, Egypt,
Africa and the Middle East and
recently in Australia. John writes
that growth has exceeded all
expectations and will continue
into the foreseeable future. He is
grateful for the skills, he developed
through the UWA MBA course.
Former classmates can contact
John at asiarep@indosat.net.id

Ryan Upton (BE 1998; MBA
2005) is currently a student
anticipating studying for his
PhD in 2012–13. Ryan has had
extensive experience working
with international organisations
such as BHP Billiton and Rolls
Royce. He has been a DCS
engineer creating systems for
management and employees to
use in analysis, report and faultfinding in terms of reliability and
process. He has also been a
software architect since 2007.

Riding the
rainbow
When graduate Nigel Smith saw
a rainbow reaching down to the
campus while riding to work, he
snapped and emailed the image
to us, noting that he graduated
in 1982 and had had a “pretty
rainbow sort of life – and UWA
was certainly the start of it”.

Reece Lumsden (BE 1998) is
a Systems Integration Project
Engineer for Boeing working
on the US Air Force’s KC-46
Tanker program in Everett,
Washington. Since joining
Boeing he has worked on
the 777 and 787 Dreamliner
airplane programs. He
completed a Masters of Space
Studies from the International
Space University (ISU) in
France, an MBA with a focus
on technology management
from La Trobe University,
and a Masters of Science in
Systems Engineering from
the Missouri University of
Science and Technology. He
has also completed studies in
Applied Project Management,
Six Sigma, Supply Chain
Management and Systems
Dynamics from several
institutions in the US and Spain.
Reece has competed in several
marathons and lives with his
wife in Shoreline, Washington.
Former classmates can contact
him at rhlumsde@yahoo.com
Andrew Homden (MEd 1994)
writes that after three years as
Principal of the Dubai British
School, he has taken up the
position of Founding Principal
at the Jumeira Baccalaureate
School, Dubai. Former class
mates can contact Andrew at
homdens@hotmail.com

2000s

We were intrigued and wanted
to know more, so Nigel wrote:
“I graduated with a BSc (Hons)
in physics and immediately
went away with a large oilfield
service company called
Schlumberger. After some
training in Sale, Victoria, I was
transferred to Indonesia where
I spent two years in Java. Here
I met, fell in love and married
UWA graduate Nigel Smith with his son Justin who recently completed
my wife. Together we were
his Masters of Architecture at UWA and wife Pingkan
then transferred to Balikpapan
(Kalimantan, Indonesia), Roma (Queensland), Perth, Sydney and then Jakarta for three years.
“Our sons Justin and Luke were born on the move. We were then transferred to Norway in 1993 where we spent
a very pleasant three years. We returned to Perth in 1996 to give our sons a feeling of ‘home’.
“Our last son, Ryan was born shortly after arrival and we declared our total score at three. We’ve been in Perth
ever since and I have worked for Schlumberger, Wapet (West Australian Petroleum), EDR Hydrosearch, Apache
and now Chevron.
“During our time in Perth, Justin completed his schooling and an Architecture degree at UWA. He graduated with
a Masters of Architecture degree in February and we were very proud to see him receive his degree in Winthrop
Hall. That created a rainbow of feelings as, on the one hand, I was very proud of my son and on the other, I was
sad that my own Mum and Dad did not have the chance to see me graduate all those years ago because I left to
go overseas so quickly.”

Paul Masten (LLB 2001)
writes that after a successful
commercial and property law
career, which included the
creation of a Fremantle-based
law firm, he recently had a
sea-change. Paul is now the
Operations Manager for the
Australasian Construction
and Mining Services. Former
classmates can contact Paul at
pmasten@bigpond.com
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grad briefs
A wonderful reunion....
The annual 50th reunion of graduates of 1961 was
held last December in Winthrop Hall. Former WA
Governor and UWA Chancellor Dr Ken Michael was
the speaker at the luncheon. Many friendships were
rekindled and stories exchanged. Organised by
Convocation, this year’s event for Graduates of 1962
has been scheduled for Sunday, 2 December. For
further information regarding the event contact the
Convocation Officer, Juanita Perez +61 8 6488 1336
or convocation@uwa.edu.au

Edwin Tanner (MEd 2001)
recently completed his doctoral
studies in Education at the
University of Leicester, UK.
Former classmates can
contact him at edwintanner@
hotmail.com
Martin Emery (BSc 2002;
DipEd 2005) is working as a
psychologist for the Department
of Education. Former classmates
can contact Martin at memery@
woodvale.wa.edu.au
Louisa Stefanou (BPHE 2002;
DipEd 2002) is a Middle School
Science teacher and Upper
School Human Biology teacher
at Georgiana Molloy Anglican
School, in Busselton. Former
classmates can contact her at
1st@gmas.wa.edu.au

students at the University
of Sam Ratulangi, in North
Sulawesi, Indonesia. He writes
that the academic atmosphere
of the University enhances his
enjoyment of his work. Former
classmates can contact him at
nio_au@yahoo.com

Emma Fuller (BSc 2005; MPH
2006) is Coordinator of the
Proof of Concept projects for
the Population Health Research
Network, a national initiative to
demonstrate a national health
data linkage system for Australia.
Former classmates can contact
her at Emma.Fuller@health.
wa.gov.au
Very Lim (BEnvDes 2008;
MArch 2010) is currently
working with the Department
of Housing. He is furthering
his interest in construction,
project management, learning
and exploring managing
and monitoring construction
projects.
Adrian McCallum (BE
2005) has just completed his
PhD studies at Cambridge
University assessing the
strength of snow. He is now
a lecturer in science and
engineering at the University
of the Sunshine Coast. He
writes that he is about to head
to Antarctica to work with the
Australian Antarctic Division
to investigate options for road
design in that region.

Krista Ryan (BSc 2008) is a
Cardiac Scientist at Sir Charles
Gardiner Hospital. She has just
completed her postgraduate
degree in Sonography/Echo
Cardiography at the Queensland
University of Technology.

Joshua Ciccarelli (LLB &
BCom 2008) is working as a tax
advisor for Chevron’s Gorgon
and Wheatstone project. Former
classmates can contact him at
jcicca@iinet.net.au

Brody Blair (MPharm 2010)
writes that he has passed his
Canadian Pharmacy Exams
(PEBC) and is now a registered
pharmacist working in Nelson,
BC, Canada. Former classmates
can contact him at brodyblair@
hotmail.com
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Cheyne Jowett (GradCertSc
2011) is employed as an
environmental advisor at
First Quantum Minerals’
Ravensthorpe Nickel Operation
(RNO). RNO operates within
Australia’s only mainland

Ned Brophy-Williams
(BSc(Hons) 2011) has taken up
an internship in the Physiology
Department at the Australian
Institute of Sport. He previously
worked for one year as a
graduate officer at UWA’s
Sports and Recreation.

Katie Frampton (née Bryce)
(DipEd 2009) is the Middle School
Visual Arts and Food Technology
specialist at Scotch College in
Swanbourne.

2010s

Nio Song Ai (PhD 2010)
is teaching undergraduate
and secondary high school

Ramfel Pacifico-Huggins (MCommSt 2010) lives in Perth with her
partner and writes that she is busy as the founder of the recently
established and first Perth-based Filipino news magazine, The
Philippines in Perth. She is also the organiser of the Philippine Cultural
Promotions of Western Australia, a non-profit group promoting
Philippine culture through traditional songs and dances. Ramfel is
pictured with the cultural group wearing the white traditional Philippine
terno dress.
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Zulhisyam Kassim (BCompSc
2008; GradDipCompSc 2010)
works for IBM Malaysia as a
software engineer and business
analyst.

Katya Rogowsky-Preo (BSc
2011) writes that she will be
studying Arts this year and
will be also applying to study
medicine. She previously worked
in reception at a busy real estate
office in Peppermint Grove.
Katya’s fiancé is also a UWA
graduate, Wilson Fleming (BA
2011). Former classmates can
contact her at katya.rogowskypreo@gmail.com

biodiversity hotspot in close
proximity to the Fitzgerald River
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve.
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Thank you to the UWA Business School
supporters who have helped our students

achieve

educational excellence
Thanks to the support of more than 1,000 individual donors and company sponsors, The University of Western Australia’s Business School has
created an enriched student experience through new scholarships, prizes, visiting professor and fellow programs, and professorial chairs.
Leadership Circle
Dr Michael Chaney AO
Rick Crabb
Dr Denis Cullity AO CMG & Ann Cullity AM
Dr Trevor Eastwood AM & Judy Eastwood
Sir Rod Eddington
Andrew Frazer
David MacKinlay
James & Meredith McClements
Dr Stan Perron AM & Jean Perron
Dr John Poynton AM & Dianne Bain
Don Voelte & Nancy Keegan
John Willinge & Melina Higgins
Mannkal Economic Education Foundation
McCusker Charitable Foundation

Directors Circle
Mark & Paige Barnaba
Craig Coleman
Adrian & Michela Fini
Richard & Janine Goyder
Dr David & Julanne Griffiths
Tracey & Jonathan Horton
Dr Anthony Howarth AO &
Sally Howarth
Mark & Carissa Paganin
Brad Rosser
Criterion Properties
Elders
Entrust Private Wealth Management

Executive Circle
Robyn Ahern & Family
Anthony Barton
Ian Burvill
Professor Patricia Dechow &
Professor Richard Sloan
Neil Hamilton
James & Cate Mactier
Professor Larry Sjaastad
Heather Zampatti
Akamai Management Group
HBF Health Funds Inc

Investors Circle
Tony Adcock
Robert & Nancy Browning
Warren Coli
Karen Field
Paul Depiazzi
Warwick Hemsley & Family
Dr Patricia Kailis AM OBE
Tim Lyons
Alan Roughead
Gene Tilbrook
aussiehome.com
BT Financial Group
GEM Consulting

We also acknowledge the generous contributions of our many Associate Circle and Affiliate Circle donors.

Principal Partners

International Investment and Trading

Major Partners

Supporting Partners

Gold Corporate Circle Members

Silver Corporate Circle Members

To contribute to developing business education for the
Western Australian community, please contact Rhonda Flottmann
on (08) 6488 2925.

